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: Although state agencies
were directed by the state
government .in October to set
aside two percent of their
budgets in anticipation of a
decrea se in state funding,
the funding directive has
now taken a new direction.
: Murray State University
Qfficials were notified
Tuesday about the change in
funding .
The
state
government has decided to
withold the two percent
allotment when it sends
money to Kentucky's public
institutions each quarter for
the remainder of this fiscal
year, said Don Kassing, vice
president of university
relations and· administrative
services.

The new directive simply
means that universities will
receive less money from the
state government for the
third and fourth quarters of
this year, he said.
"We may get it back at the
end of the year and we may
not," Kassing said.
President Ronald J. Kurth
said the directive has moved
control of the contingency
funds from the state
agencies, which includes the
state's public institutions, to
the state government.
"Funding
of
higher
education in Kentucky at this
time is a difficult problem
and we're doing our best to
cope," Kurth said.
Please see BUDGET
Page 14A

Increased tuition
equals revenue

.

week, the Council gathered
information on
public
Associale Ed11or
opinion for a possible tuition
With tight financial
times, Kentucky's public increase.
Testimony
from
univeraities may welcome a
administrators
revealed
that
proposal for increased tuition
they
favored
an
option
to
by the Council on Higher
increase
tuition,
while
the
Education.
students favored leaving
Ple...... TUITION
During three
public
hearinga across the ltate last
By LEIGH LANDINI

Pholo by JUD COOK

Junior electrical engineering major from Murray, a
haircut as fellow Sigma Chi's observe on the front
porch of the house.
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Retiree provokes
Financial aid process simplifies Wiih legislation student thoughts
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~'By MICHELE CARLTON

By AMY WILSON
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News Editor

Students
filing
for
financial aid for the 1993-94
year may see some changes.
A new Congressional law
on federal aid will effect
Murray State University
student s receiving financial
aid next fall.
Congress passed and
form er President Bush
signed the Higher Education
Acts of 1992, which will
make numerous changes in
the federal grant, loan and
student employments for the
J993-94 academic year.
.. According to a press
release, Paul P. Borden,
executive director of the
Kentucky Higher Educauon
Assistance Authority, said
filling out the new forms is
essential to receive financial
aid.
.
, "All students attending a
public or private Kentucky
college or university or
proprietary school must ftle
the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid to be
considered for an award
from t he major state and
federal programs," he said.
· Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, said the new
}aws have lead to changes in
the
current
federal

Campus Life Edilor

I

Krista Miller, a junior political science major from Pufy.ar, Tenn., fills out financial aid
forms in the financial aid office.

McDougal said 1tucleat
loan limits in molt CUM
will be increased stanmg
next year also· with a llew
federal loan proaram callecl
the Federal Uuub!W~i
Stafford Loan Prograal!' • · •
"The student now hu an

application forms including
free processing and fewer
questions to answer than on
past forms.
"This particular change is
very significant because it
will save MSU students over
$40,000," he said.
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sues of prejudice' and discrimination are becoming the focus of many students' discussions.
Prejudice ~many forms including racial, gender, '~and even sexual orientationbiaaes.
The Murray State News takes a closer look at
the issues surround'ng prejudice.
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: s of hate crimes on
college
-across the country, the is-
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option or opportunity to
borrow money that they've
never had before of their own
signature without regard to
the financial need of the
family, " he said. "This
program is not need-based."
Page 14A
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Instead of sitting back and rocking his life away, 60year-old Phil Mulkey of Atlanta, Ga., is on a miasion.
Mulkey, who is the natioiial spokesman for Holiday Inn
International, visited Murray State University this week to
launch a trial run of a new service for college students.
With the help of Adam Lanning, associate professor of
sociology, anthropology and social work, Mulkey spoke to
several clasaes about thought-provoking iasues.
"When I speak to a class, it gives them a break from the
professor," Mulkey said. "When the profeasor brings in a
'professional,' there is a lot of extra outside knowledge. I
don't have all $e answers, but I do have a lot of opinions."
Mulkey prepares his talks so they center around an open
forum allowing students to participate.
"I speak in a motivational way about topics that concern
them and I hold myself responsible for making the group
attentive," he said.
The topics he speaks about are intended to provoke
thoughts regarding both sides of timely topics.
Although Mulkey tours around the country giving
speeches to senior citizens about adult health and fitness,
he has decided to try to reach the younger generation as
well.
"The people over age 50 aren't going to be running the
country," Mulkey said. "I want to help prepare the kids in
some way. Maybe it can be a m~or pivotal point in their
lives and will help them develop a value system.
"There comes a time in life when you realize the
downside is much shorter than the upside and you
genuinely feel you would like to serve. You really get tired
of serving your own wants and desires."
"The reason Phil is here making presentations is to
probe ...to stick people and make them think and make
them have to deal with the issues,n Lanning said.
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Tuition hike fought

Index

The Murray State University Student
Government Association is working
against any tuition increases that may
be decided on by the state Council on
Higher Education Feb. 8.
Students may write or call in their
opinions this week concerning the pos·
sible increase, to the Council on Higher
Education , 1050 U.S. 127 South, Suite
101 , Frankfort, Ky 40601 ·4395; or
phone (502) 564-3553.
Students may also sign a petition at
the SGA office or one carried by a
member of the student senate if they
oppose the proposed increases.

Arts & Entertainment .'............. 11 A
Campus Life .............................8A
Cartoons ................................ 13A
Classifieds................................4B
Commentaries .........................4A
Focus ......................................SA
Food Service ............................3A
Letters .....................................4A
Newsbriefs ...............................6A
Police Beat. .............................. 7A
The Reel World ....................... 11 A
Scoreboard .............................48
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help collect money for MSU

Staff Writer

The phones are always busy at Murray
State this time of year during the MSU
Foundation's annual phonathon.
The Foundation raises money for each
University department every year by
asking MSU alumni to donate money
through the phonathon.
The phonathon began Jan. 10 and will
continue until May 4, said Linda Moore,
assistant director for annual giving.
The annual phonathon was started by
Carol Julian. director of the University
Foundation, in the 1985-1986 fiscal year.
It began as a general phonathon to raise
money for MSU, then each department held
its own, Julian said. In it's early years,
the Foundation phonathon was only two to
four weeks long. Today, the phonathon
lasts the entire spring semester to give all
the colleges in the University an equal
opportunity to raise money. Moore said.
Moore said she sets a schedule that fits
into each department's calendar. She then
lets each department know its time for
phonathon activities.
The phonathon is directed only toward
Murray State graduates, Moore said.
'Phonathon workers call between 33.000
and 35,000 alwrini during the semester, she
said.
The alumni specify what exactly will be
done with the donated money. They can
restrict it to scholarships or have it go
toward the specific department, she said.
Last year. the phonathon raised
approximately $237,000, Moore said. This
year, she said the goal is $250,000.

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Dave Clevldence, senior broadcast production major from East Prairie, MO., and
Kristin Thompson, junior radio and television production major from Shelbyville,
phone alumni during the annual phonathon to raise money for Murray State.
Students have an opportunity to work the
phonathons. She said signs are posted in the
fall to hire students to work the phonathon.
She has about 75 students working this
semester. she said.

Students are paid according to how hard
they work, but Moore said they all start out
at about minimum wage.
Students work Sunday afternoons and

Pennies collected by daughter
to honor family members
By AMY GREWE

A Murray woman has
found a way to honor her
loved ones and help Murray
State University at the same
time.
Lois Sutton Pharris. along
with other family members.
recently presented Murray
State with a check for
$1.052.44. The money was the
result of a penny collection
they started in 1988.
The pennies were collected
in memory of O.L. Sutton.
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By JENNIFER STEW ART

Assis,ant News Ed1tor
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Pharris' father, and donated
in his name to the Larry
Daniel Pharris Memorial
Biology Fund at Murray
State. The fund was
established in 1987 in
memory of her son who died
in1986.
"We decided to do this to
honor my father and we
decided to collect pennies so
there wOuldn't be a strain put
on anyone," Pharris said.
Family members from
Kentucky, Washington. New

Hampshire. West Virginia
and Massachusetts helped
with the collection.
Pharris said her father was
very close to her son.
"He and my husband were
mentors as far as Larry's
hunting." she said. "Larry
started hunting when he was
a young child."
Pharris
said
their
relation sh ip grew stronger
and kept her father going.
Pharris said they decided

I

everungs and Monday through Thursday!
eveninga at Stewart Stadium where there is•
a databue and 18 phones, she said.
l
I
The phonathon workers call every alumni :
the University has a phone number for, she •
said.
I
"The secret to a successful phonathon is :
good alumni records," Moore said.
:
•
Computers compile information about:
each student who graduated from Murray •
State, Moore said.
:
The information is put on a card for each I
department with the graduate's name. l
address. graduation date, work and home :
phone numbers and other personal •
information.
:
Amy
Maxwell,
junior
interior l
design/home economics education major !
from Russellville. is a phonathon caller.
!
"I volunteered last year and they told me I 1
bad a job this year," she said.
•
Maxwell, who works about six hours a :
week, said she does not go by the script :
when calling alumni. She said she verifies :
the given information and tells the alumni :
about the pbonathon.
•I
"We're given a sheet of information about :
who we call," she said. "They give us a •
script, but you don't have to go by it."
. :
Stefanie Greenwood, sophomore business :
administration major from Golconda, Ill.• :
works about six hours a week calling :
alumni for the phonathon.
'
'
"Usually I see if they have given in the :
past," Greenwood said. "If they have, it's a :
lot easier and I ask if they'll give again :
and increase what they gave in the past by ;
$10."
•
••

Scottish heritage
displayed at MSU

to count the pennies on Nov.
25 when her father would
have celebrated his 100
birthday.
Carol Julian, director of
major and planned gifts,
said the fund is used for the
purchase of equipment in the
wildlife biology department
and also to support student
research.
Julian saiCI h aT pllil\1iilflg
committee meet& in April to
determine the best possible
ways to use the investment
earnings from the fund.

Staff Report

1 ... .

Community members
gathered together
to
celebrate their Scottish
heritage
during
a
symposium titled "Scottish
culture and its legacy"
January 22 at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.
A panel of four professors
discussed the Scottish
iil.fluenees on our culture.
Panel members included
Hughie Lawson, history

professor, John Murphy,
assistant professor of
English, Robert Allen,
visiting lecturer in the
department of English, and '
Brad Almquist, director of
choral activities.
Lawson said the Scots
migrated to American in
large numbers during the
18008.
"Their influence on our
culture is more broadly
diffused than we might
believe," he said.
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Kaplan
gives you 4 reasons to start
training now for the April

MCAT.
At Kaplan, you don't have to wait for our first class to get a
head start on the MCAT. Our learning exxtras help ·raise
your score as soon as you enroll.
Tuesday, 2nd

Pizza Party*

Mr. Gatti's
10:00 pm - 1:00 am

Wednesday, 3rd ATO Country
Club

Curris Center
Laqe Ballroom
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm

Thursday, 4th

Murray Circus Skate
10:10 pm- 12:10 pm

Skatfna*

Pardi Gras*
Live Bandt

ATO House
8:00pm-?

Saturday, 6th

Smoker
Coat Bt Tie

Invitation Only

Sunday, 7th

FlngerFHck
Football

ATO House
1:30pm-?

Friday 5th
t

• If you need a ride to any event. or for more information about RUSH, call
Mark Miller@ 753-1531 or the ATO House@ 753·7605
/

0

e
e
0

Kaplan's MCAT !Jiagnostic Test profiles your scoring
strengths and weaknesses, so you can set your
training goals.
Kaplan's Home Study Notes mean you can take it with
you. Indexed, illustrated and reader-friendly-- 1300
pages of science review.
Kaplan's Big Picture Videos makes science brush-ups
easy and engaging.
Kaplan's Audio/Video Learning Lab gives you access
to the world's largest collection of MCAT practice
materials.
All this before you even begin our class sessions!
Ready to start? Call collect.•.

(901) 767-1861
,.CJasscs will start on February 13 at U.T. Martin.

KAPLAN
The answer to
question.
tht tttt
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VI.E WPOINT
Reactio n to
letter was
insensitive

EDITORIAL

McOptions need
to be continued

Dear Editor:
Friday (1/22/93) I had the
opportunity of watching the
reaction of several fraternity
and sorority members in to
Mrs·.
Tucker's
letter
regardDBg the Pike incident
appearing in that issue of
TM Murray State New11.
As part of the wrap-up of
People Awareness Week, I
wu seated across from the
rocking chair lounge in the
Currie Center most of the
day.

The experiment allowing students to use their
meal cards at McDonald's is over, but hopefully
the idea behind it is not dead.
While McDonald's may have drawn revenue
away from Murray State food services, this
illuminates a common complaint among
students--that food services does not fulfill their
dining needs. In other words, if you build a better
burger, the campus will beat a path to your cash
register.
Over the past three years MSU has tried several
things to improve service to its customers
including the al a carte option, which proved
financially unfeasible and the smart card, which
was completely unworkable.
These examples should not detract from the
successes food services bas bad, like improved
salad bars and the "to go" line at Winslow. But
with off-campus options, Murray State food
services has something which should help force
improv~ment: competition.
Currently food services is evaluating the results
of its experiment in order to decide whether to
continue to offer off-campus dining options. We
hope they continue and even expand, developing
new options that would be beneficial to customers
and servers alike.

1 was disturbed (actually a
bit frightened) by the
insensitivity I observed.

The morning beg'an with
one young man angrily
yelling obscenities about
Mrs. Tucker.
Throughout the day young
men and women stopped to
comment about their anger
and disbelief.
I overheard one young lady
say that if they hadn't beaten
her (i.e. Tami) before, they
should go and do it now.

Campus jobs are
crucial for~tudents Writer claims editorial was unfair to Pikes
Because of recent federal legislation, MSU
currently stands to lose slots for 80 students in
the federal work-study program. An evaluation of
all departments is already under way to
dete}'.Jlline where these cuts wiJl t~~ place.
This semester, appronJDM8ly 2~ percent of
Murray State students work somewhere on
campus, whether through federal or university
related programs.
\
This appears to be the highest percentage for
any regional campus in the state, demonstrating
the need for this type of assistance felt by our
students, their willingness to work to pay for
their education and this university's
commitment
to provide an educational
opportunity to as many deserving students as
possible.
We hope that Murray State can continue that
commitment and counter these federal cuts by
providing additional university employment
opportunities. This would maintain Murray
State's tradition of having a student body willing
to work to pay for its education and would allow
deserving students the opportunity to get their
degree.

.

The

Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray,Kentucky 42071

Kristie Helms

Dear Editor:
The editorial, which
appeared in the Jan. 22
edition of The Murray State
News, titled "Pikes should be
penal~ more" was, at best,
libelous, moTonic drivel.
The Murray State News
editorial board clearly
displayed that they do not
I' know how to assemble an
argument. Their first
mistake was to take a
position which assumes that
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is
guilty. That's quite an
assu·mption
to
make
considering that no one has
been convicted of anything.
Of course, when we assume,
we make an ass of you and
me--or at least an ass of the
MSU editorial board.
The editorial compared the
theft
of
basketball
memorabilia by Pi Kappa
Alpha members at UK with
the alleged assault by pledge
members of Pi Kappa Alpha
of MSU. The editorial asked
the question: "Is stealing
Christian Laettner's jersey
so much more heinous than
an apparent assault and
kidnapping?"
The
comparison between the UK
and MSU incidents begins
and ends with the same
national fraternity. The

1 am not a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha or any other
Greek organization on
campus. 1 am a GDI. I am
alarmed, as any student
should be, at the "guilt before
innocence" treatment -..YP.\
Kappa Alplia. The Murray
State News editorial board
The question went beyond obviously has an anti-Greek
being
unfail'
and agenda. The editorial board
inappropriate. It bordered on and the judicial board have
libel. Being journalists, I am· totally forgotten that someone
sure that The Murray State is . innocent until proven
News editorial board chooses guilty. The only people who
its words very carefully. The really know if a crime wu
editorial stated: " ... an committed in that trailer are
apparent assault and the 16 who were there. It wu
kidnapping." and •• ... an arrogant of the editorial
apparent assault and board to assume that they
abduction."
Webster's alone know that Pi Kappa
defines apparent as "real Alpha is guilty and should be
and evident." There is punished for the actions of ita
nothing real or evident about pledges.
the alleged kidnapping and
I would like to take my last
assault. No one has been paragraph to ask the editorial
convicted of anything. The 13 board to have the courage to
pledges have been indicted, admit that their editorial was
but every single one of the'!" out of line. I would also like
has pleaded not guilty. For the editorial board to
The Murray State News formally apologize to Pi
editorial board to say that Kappa Alpha for treating
these alleged crimes are them unfairly. We must all
"apparent," is not only guard against abuses of
reckless and dangerous, it power and infringements on
borders on being illegal.
student rights. Assuming
The correct term would guilt before innocence is a
have been "alleged," which huge infringement--it should
Webster's defines as not be ignored.
"without proof."
Timothy D. Barnes

question that the editorial
poses is an unfair one. It
tries to prove guilt by
association. In fact, the
question
isn't
even
appropriate, considering that
the judicial board has not ye\r..
ruled on the fraternity.

Leigh Landini
Aaaoci.ate editor

Michele Carlton

James Lockwood

New. editor

Sports editor

JudCook

Bob Hart

Photography editor

Viewpoint editor

Lance Balmer

Amy WilBon

AdvertiaiDg manager

Campua Life editor

Kris Lawrence
Arts & Entertainment editor

Dr. Ann L. Landini
Adviaer
Hen BeDim, .Jualoe Fu1JN1, Am:r Gr:a-, Kell7 ..--r, "-mmiler: WolaJWt, _...
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Dear Editor:
I was very disturbed and
disappointed after reading
the allegations against Pi
Kappa Alpha in The Murray
State News last week. This
issue has not only gotten way
out of hand, but isn't it time
to give it a rest!?!
First of all, many of the
facts and figures reported are
incorrect and exaggerated.
For example, in last week's
letter to the editor, the mother
of Tami Clark stated that her
daughter was punched
several times in the abdomen
and her feet were swept out
from under her. This
contradicts Tami's earlier
statement to the police when
she stated that she was never
intentionally punched. Mrs.
Carolyn Tucker also pointed
out that the intentions of the
Pike pledges were to kidnap
Quentin Clark. How can thfs
be considered kidnapping
when Quentin stated that he
was willing to go with the
pledges in the first place. It
was a "carry off," not a
"kidnapping."

Why do people continue to
make judgements on an
issue they really know
nothing about? And why has
The Murray State News staff
seemingly found the Pike
pledges guilty when they are
supposed to be as objective
and as fair as possible. I
think the news staff should
take a step back and re-read
their policy on objective
reporti11g. I also think that
Mrs. Carolyn Tucker's
apparent degree in creative
writing came out quite well
in last week's paper. This is
the time when you believe
nothing that you hear and
only half of what you see and
read. In this case maybe less.
In responding to Mrs.
Tucker's questions, I do not
believe that anyone intended
to attack the parties involved,
but The Murray State News'
actions and letters have
proven to be a form of attack.
What about all of the other
innocent people that have
been burdened and involved
with this issue? Has anyone
stopped to think of the

One student commented
that she hadn't read it while
the other replied that the
reason he was upset was
because the situation did not
involve hazing and that Mrs.
Tucker's report was an
exaggeration of the damage
d~
of
indoctrination
and
rationalization apparent in
student comments were
shocking.
I was also struck by the
lack of empathy or remorse
on the part of many of the
students I observed.
I believe the reason it was
so disturbing was that this
type of thinking ie the type
which lies at the root of all
types of bigotry in our
society.

The Pike's have created an
instant out-group (i.e.,
oppressed minority), the
Tuckers.
Although I know several
Greeks who acknowledge .the
gravity of the incidents that
occurred, I have yet to hear a
Pike
pledge, member,
adviser or representative
acknowledge the severity of
the incident without a "yea
but" intended to absolve them
of responsibility.

understand
mob
I
mentality,
errors
in
judgement and that the
pledges themselves aren't
inherently "evil," but these
consequences this might facta in no way diminish the
cause in the long run? We severity of what happened to
all know from reading the the Tuckers.
news that the perspectives
What type of message are
covered have not been that of
we
(this "we" includes
the Pike pledges and the Pike
students,
faculty, staff and
actives, but mainly just the
administrators)
sending
opposite. II those attending
when
we
allow
students
to get
Murray State University are
by with this type of behavior.
studying, then they are
probably earning a college
It certainly is not a
education. Isn't that why we message consistent with
are here?
facilitating the development
In my opm1on, Mrs. of the "characteristics of the
Tucker's creative writing in Murray State student" which
last week's paper was ·an we hear so much about.
attempt to gain sympathy for
I would like to challenge
her daughter and herself.
students,
particularly those
Don't devout Christians
involved in this incident, to
forgive and forget?
Mrs. Tucker, you may be take responsibility for their
left with more questions than behavior and attitudes.
answers, but you have left
This entails making a
many
more
people realistic examination of how
questioning
humanity, your behavior affects
righteousness and truth. By yourself and others instead
the
way,
would
life of blindly following some
imprisonment
with
a antiquated traditions.
criminal record be OK or
would you prefer capital
Engage in independent
p·unishment?
thought.
Chanon L. Chaney
Kimberly Barrett
Tommy Zambella
Women's Center Director

Version of incident was 'incorrect and exaggerated'

Editor in chiel

At that point, I decided to
approach two students and
ask what was so upsetting
about the letter.

n. Murray

January 29, 1993
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By KRISTIE HELMS

AwarenesS key to eliminating biases
· Prejudice, racism and
discrimination are terms
most people normally
associate with hate groups
such as the Ku Klux Klan or
skinheads. However these
terms are now being heard
on college campuses with the
recent rise in hate crimes
against minorities.
According to the National
Institute Against Prejudice
and Violence, there were
intergroup conflicts at more
than 170 colleges from 1986 to
1988, a definite rise
compared to past years.
The
first
step
in
overcoming prejudices, and
thereby eliminating these
crimes, is to recognize that
everyone bas prejudices and
biases, Kim Barrett, director
of the Murray State
University Women's Center,
said.
"We get those from the
culture that we live in, from
family and friends. We all

aware of other cultures," she
said.
The · next
step
in
• Confront oppression behaviors - openly disagree with prejudicial and offensive remarks and
overcoming prejudice is
•
actions.
confronting others, she said.
"Confront people who make
• Make yourself aware of issues minqrities face.
racist rem arks. You know,
you don't have to hit them
• Educate yourself. Expose yourself to new information arid experiences.
over the head, but you could
• Educate through interaction - get pe()ple involved in a diverse plan of activities.
just say something like, 'I
don't like you using that
• Have healthy .discussions; get peoples' views··=- try to set up an open-minded environment.
term,' or 'that joke makes
me feel uncomfortable,'" she
• Be·a mediator before a misunderstanding becomes a larger problem.
said. "There are ways you
can tell the penon without
• Be a role model - refrain from making jokes which stereotype people ahd confine them into
telling him, 'oh, you're a bad
limited roles.
·
· ·
person."'
Source MURRAY WOMENS' CENTER
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
People who recognize that
have biases and we all have director of Minority Affairs, different cultures and they are prejudiced, should
prejudices, the problems said.
overcoming those prejudices try moving out of their,
come up when we start to act
"I don't think people are could be as simple as taking "comfort zone," she said.
on those and the only way born racist. But if you are a class, Barrett said.
"Just start up conversations
that you can try not to is to raised in an environment
"Get to know women as with people from different
become aware of those," she that is racist then that friends, get to know minority cultures. Don't be afraid to
said.
environment could lead you groups as friends, or take ask' about things, you might
People
become to act in certain ways," that class, the Black .not understand," she said.
"programmed" by their
Experience, or take a class
Prejudice can take on
environments to have Clark said.
on international issues. All several different forma,
Becoming
prejudices, Doris Clark,
a~are
of of those things will make you according
to
a

Overcoming

~rejudice

September/October 1991
article in the Journal of
Counseling & Development.
"Antilocution is
the
mildest form of prejudice
and is characterized by
prejudicial talk among likeminded individuals and an
occasio.nal
stranger,"
according to the article.
The
next
step
is
"avoidance" which occurs,
"when the individual moves
beyond just talking about
certain groups to conscious
efforts to avoid indiviuals
from
these
grdupa,"
according to the Journal.
"During
the
discrimination stage, the
individual takes active steps
to exclude or deny members
of another group, entrance or
participation in a desired
activity."
The fourth stage of
prejudice is the actual
physical attack, and the final
stage is extermination.

Illustration by: MARK ADAMS

Discrimination .found globally
Patrick McGarrity speaks
of his childhood in somewhat
hushed tones. The words,
like an automatic weapon,
roll out with machine-like
precision, punctuated by short
silences, as if he is mentally
reloading the sentences.
McGarrity
is
wellacquanited with both weapOns
and violence.
A graduate student in
history at Murray State
University, McGarrity grew
up in Protestant-controlled
Northern Ireland. He is
Catholic.
Prejudice
and
discrimination run more
than akin-deep in his Britishruled country. Prejudice in
Northern Ireland is a matter
of religion, with Catholics in
the minority.
Although McGarrity grew
up relatively sheltered by his
middle-class parents, one of
his first experiences with the
violence in his country
occurred as a seven-year-old.
"I just happend to be at the
wrong place at the wrong
time, where a British
paratrooper was. He just, I
don't
know, just got
nervous," McGarrity said.
"Some kids had been
throwing stones at a British
patrol and I was nowhere
• nearby where people were
throwing stones. I think he
just got scared and he fired
his gun that flres plastic
bullets. People have been
known to get killed by plastic
bullets, especially young
children."
Others around McGarrity
were also targets of the
violence that sometimes
resul~d in death, he said.

"They were just
Catholics ·who
happened to be in
t he wrong place at
the wrong time."
-Patrick McGarrity

"I had a friend of a friend
who had been out throwing
stones who was shot by one.
They {the bullets) come out of
the barrel doing 120 miles an
hour and his whole face was
just mangled," McGarrity
said.
One of the most shocking
instances of the violence in
Northern Ireland occurred
just a decade ago with the
Shankle Butcher Murders,
McGarrity said.
A group of Protestant men
would roam West Belfast at
night in "black taxis"
looking
for
someone
walking home late at night,"
he said.
"They would get him in the
taxi and take him back to
Shankle Road, back into
their own area. They would
torture them, and they did a
lot more than that. They
would slit people's throats,
but first they would cut off
their genitals," McGarrity
said. "They claimed they
were doing this to members
of the Irish Republican
Army, but they weren't. They
were just Catholics who
happened to be in the wrong
place at the wrong time."
McGarrity knew one of the
15 to 20 Catholics killed by

the Shankle Road Murderers.
"He was walking home
one night with his girlfriend
from a university. He was
just walking home and they
got him. They left her. They
just threw her to the side. He
was killed. He was found the
next morning in an alley,"
McGarrity said. "Some
Protestants in that Shankle
Road area considered those
guys heroes."
The prejudice is sometimes
used more subtly also, with
religion used as a tool to
gain political power in
Northern Ireland, McGarrity
said.
"In the late '70s, early '80s,
they reformed the electoral
system so everybody had a
vote if you were over 18,"
McGarrity said. "But up
until then, a Protestant man
who owned a business - say
he owned three business three stores, well he had three
different votes, because he
had
three
different
addresses, plus his own
address at home. So he had
four votes. That's how they
,maintained control."
There
are
many
similarities between the
Catholics in Northern
Ireland and the blacks in the
southern United States
during the civil rights
protests of the 1960s,
McGarrity said.
"The only difference is the
blacks in the South got
together, they united, they
cooperated with each other,
they adopted nonviolence,
they marched. And morally
they were right. They had a
great effect on students in
Northern Ireland," he said.

Americans discover
new minority group

The civil rights march
between Montgomery and
Selma, Ala., was also
reenacted by the Northern
Irish Catholics who matched
between Belfast and Derry.
McGarrity's grandfather,
who knew some of marchers,
recently told him what
happened to the group when
they tried to cross over a
bridge outside of Derry, he
said.

The issue of minority
Ia It accepta ble? discrimination in the
In a CNN-Gallup poll, the breakUnited
States
has
traditionally been applied
down of answers to: Is homotoward blacks. Americans
sexuality an acceptable lifestyle~
however have recently
discovered a new minority,
homosexuals.
A study by the National
Institute Against Prejudice
men
and Violence recently
found that 7 percent of
~no
• yes
adults in the country had
been the victim of abuse or Source:
violence because of "race,
religion, sexual orientation heterosexist society," she
said.
or ethnicity" of the victim.
Researches still aren't
Many of those victims were
sure what causes people to
homosexuals.
Homosexuals are the cho'o se certain sexual
target of many "hate orientations, Barrett said.
"It certainly looks like it
crimes"
because
of
ignorance of the agressora, has to do with biology and
Kim Barrett, director of the sociology, you know, we're
Murray State University predispositioned, and the
right soical things happen,
Women's Center, said.
"It's taken us longer I and so it's not a choice at
think to actually deal with all," she said. "They don't
that issue because it's been choose to have this kind of
something that you can lifestyle that is hated by
hush up and hide a lot everyone."
Genetically, there are
easier than you can hide
that you're black or white very few differences
or a woman or a man," she among people, according to
an
article
in
the
said.
Many people assume that November/December 1990
homosexuals choose their edition of The American.
sexual orientation, Barrett Biology Teacher.
said.
"If the next generation is
"People don't wake up more comfortable with the
one day and say 'I'm idea that all persons are
going to engage in this very closely related
activity that is hated by genetically
and
everyone.' People have a biologically, then many of
very difficult time dealing our social and political
with the fact that they're problems may become more
homosexuals, initially readily solved,'' according
because we live in a to the article.

"On the other side of the
hill across the bridge, these
two crowds appeared. It was
just like watching a western
where the Indians finally
come over the bluff. And they
started pelting the marchers
with stones and the police at
the front of the marchers
retreated to the back and
tried to push the marchers
over the bridge," he said.
"Actually the police started
arresting the civil rights
workers and not the
agressors, the Protes~ts."
McGarrity, who plans to be
married in June, does not
want to again live in
Northern Ireland.
"There are many factors of
discrimination still there
now. It's not a good place to
live," he said. "In fact, when
I was home over Christmas, I
tried to talk to my family
about Irish politics. But there
are two things these people do
not want to talk about in
public. That's politics and
religion. You could say
something out of place and
they could flnd you in the
back of an alley. And that's
happened. It's happened for
less reasons than that."

A closer look at issues in the news
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NEWSBRIEFS
Health services
hires supervisor
By Terry Harewood
Senior Staff Wrltlr

Nancy Me loan, SCT, MT (ASCP),
is t he new Medical Tech nologist
Laboratory Su pervisor for Student
Healt h Services. Meloan began her
position this semester.

A kaleidoscope of colors
will be the order of the day at
the fourth-annual International Student Day on
Wed ., Feb. 3.
Many of the international
students will
wear the
traditional clothing and
colora of their native
countries.
Moreover, the International Student Office will
fly many of the national
flags from the windows of the
Lowry Center.

NEED HELP?
Brum Kassing, SGA freshman senator, and Paul Cartee, SGA concert chairman,
talk to Steve Cornelius, senior sociology maj or from Spencer, N. C. during
SGA's open house Wednesday.

Faculty Club ~upports
staff communication
By TODD HATTON
Reporter

To foster increased com·
munication among faculty of
the various academic depart·
ments, the Murray State
University Faculty Club has
been established in association
with the MSU Faculty Senate.
The Faculty Club held itR
grand opening last Dec. 1 at its
headquat-ters at 309 N. 14th
St., the former Home
Economics Child Development
Center.
Sharon Fields, instructor of
sociology , anthropology and
social work, and membership
chairman for the club, said the
club is modeled after faculty
clubs at other universities.
Individuals, University
departments and Unive1·sity
organizations for faculty and

staff are eligible to join. The
cost is $50, with $25 being a
one-time initiation fee and the
other half a special membership fee for the rest of the current academic year.
Among the benefits available
to club members are: kitchen
facilities for ente1·taining,
receptions and social activities;
lockers; a study, conversation
and television viewing area;
overnight facilities with baths
for academic visito·r s; meeting
areas for friends, committees or
small groups; and special programs and pre-game receptions
for MSU sporting events.
The funding for these projects
will come from fees paid to the
club by members and
donations.
Dieter Jedan, professor of
foreign languages and current

president of the club, said he
hopes the organization will be
"a hub of social activities" for
the facu lty, staff, and administration. This would create
more communication and maintain good morale and healthy
working relationships among
faculty and statf, he said.
Before the beginning of the
1992 fall semester, Jedan was
given permission to organize
the club. The ·club leases the
building at 309 N. 14th St. from
the University.

Vincent
Cornelius ,
president of the ISO, urges
all the international students
to wear something that will
represent their national
h eritage.

"I think this is a great
opportunity for inter-national
students," Cornelius said, "I
hope that all the students
capitalize on this and help
show something about their
culture."
MSU president Ronald J.
Kurth has asked the "faculty
to recognize international
s t udents ,
focus
on
international content where
possible , and to invite
international participation
in classes ," said Ruth
Jackson, adviser to the 178
int ernational students from
45 different countries.

In addition, President and
Mrs. Kurth will host a
rec e ption
for
the
international students and
faculty from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
that day.
The MSU Faculty Club cur11le idea to recognJze the
rently has 60 members. Recepday was the brain child of
tions are held every Friday.
Malaysian
Lalit
For more information, contact Dharmaseri, who served as
Fields at 762-4581 or to donate president of the International
furniture to the club, contact Student Organization from
J4l.fl~t:\ at 762-4522.

Classes tor children offered
The department of e lementary a nd secondary education is
offering a spring read ing progra m for children in grades one
through six . The program is designed to help ch ildren who
are experiencing difficulty learning to read or who wish to
enhance existing reading skills.
The sessions will r un from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. beginning
Wednesday, Feb. 3 and continuing each Monday and
Wednesday through April 23 in Murray State's specia l
education building.
The cost of the program is $90, but fees may be reduced if
fi na ncial need exists. The deadline to apply is J a n . 29. For
more information call 762-2446 or 762-6868.

Conference on Civil Rights
Former Governor Ned Breathitt, historian Gerald Smith
and Louisville actor Phillip Cherry will be featured in a confe rence for teachers on "The Civil Rights Movement in Ken·
tucky." The conference will take place Saturday, Feb. 6, in
Frankfort. It will begin at Ken tucky State University and
end at the Old State Capital, with an optional luncheon a t .
the Frankfort H oliday Inn.
A registration. fee of $5 is required, and pre-registration is
necessary. For more information call Vicky Middleswarth at
the Kentucky Historical Society at 564-3016.

Week In Preview
• Meeting. Alpha Phi Sigma criminal justice honor society, 5 p.m.,

Feb. 3, room 153, Business Building
• Job fair. Summer job fair, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 2, Curris
Center ballroom, Call 762-3735 or 762·6188.
• Programs. Wesley Foundation, 1315 Payne St. next to Wilson Hall,
Luncheons , Tuesday, 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., Fee $2; Grill night, 5:30
p.m., Monday nights; Worship night, 5:30p.m., Wednesday nights.
• Meeting. Judicial Board, 3:30 p.m. ,Thursday, Feb. 4, Barkley
Room.
• Events. International Student Day, Wednesday, Feb. 4, Curris
Center
• Seminar. Hunting seminar, Sunday, Feb. 7, Curris Ceter ballroom,
general admissl!'n $5, students $3.
• Competition . West Kentucky History Day Competition, 8 a.m. to
2:30 p.m., Monday, third floor Curris Center.

1989 to 1990.
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ADA requires
modifications
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Photo by JUD COOK

ATTENTION
Brigadier General Joe N. Frazar Ill, the Commander
of Second ROTC Region, was on campus Jan. 22
presenting academic achievement awards t o Murray
State ROTC cadets.

In September, students crossed shaky boards covering construction sites on the
sidewalks. This minor inconvenience in walking to class was
just the beginning of a long line
of modifications mandated by
the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
The Act enforces the accessibility standards proposed
in previous legislation and expands the number of people protected by this law.
Ed West, director of the
physical plant, said the law prohibits state and private institutions from discriminating
against disabled persons. To
comply with the Act, institutions must be architecturally
and program accessible.
Persons covered under the
new law include physically and
mentally disabled, deaf, blind
and recovering drug and
alcohol addicts. Program accessibility would include
counseling for drug abusers.
"Everyone should have been
doing it in the first place," West
said. "It costs so much money
that it didn't get done. Now the
force of law is behind those

standards."
To comply with the law, MSU
removed the raised places and
cracks in the sidewalks, made
buildings accessible,
resurveyed campus and looked
at parking lot accessibility.
"This is a long-range project,"
West said. "It's not something
one has to correct tomorrow.
Over time the goal is to have
every building accessible."
The main reason the Act does
not list specific time limits for
architectural improvements is
the price tag.
West estimates the first
round of improvements on campus will cost $3-4 million. "This
won't even bring us into compliance," he said.
The state is expected to pick
up the bulk of the cost. West
said students should not expect
a tuition increase to cover the
renovations.
"The magnitude of the cost is
so great from this problem that
we will need assistance. The
state should help fund it," he
said.
MSU's immediate goal is to
make current facilities accessible and to plan for the future
burden of wide-spread
renovations.

New socioiQgy course offered
Students will learn more about our multi-cultural society
By S. N. PURDOM
Reporter

A new course titled "The
Black Experience," is being
offered this semester as an
opportunity for studenta to
develop an understanding of
the black experience in
America.
T h e instructor, Steven
Jones, assistant professor of
sociology, anthropology and
social work, sa:ta- the class
will give students a more indepth look at the AfricanAmerican experience.

"The course attempts to
give the student a broad
picture to some extent of the
black
experience
in
America," he said.
Jones said after an
evaluation was done based
on
the
department's
curriculum, he found that
ther e was not enough
material offered on the black
experience.
As a result, Jones decided
the primary goal of the claas
should be to teach basic social
science principles in two

different phases of the course.
He said the first part of the
course will focus on different
concepts.
"Specifically, I will attempt
to teach student s certain
b asic
s ocial
scie n ce
principles," h e said. "The
s ociol og ical
d efinition s
b a s ed on prejudice and
racism concepts."
The second phase of the
course will be based on
s ketches from an aut obiographical book of t h e
Afr ican-Am e rican exper i-

ence, from the early part of
the 19th century t o t h e
present.
The course is multi-faceted
and has three factors that are
followed in the instruction of
the course.
"We star t with the
assu~ption that the Black
Experience is multi-faceted,"
Jones said.
"Different
experiences are experienced
if living in the north versus
t h e sou th; m ale versu s ~
female and middle income
versus 'lower incom e."

POUCEBEAT
Jan. 22
1:29 p.m. - A per~on reported that four-year-old girl was
missing. The girl was found in the Curris Center.
8:25 p.m. - A smoke detector was reported hanging from
the ceiling on the second floor of Richmond Hall.

a

Jan. 23
12:45 a.m. - A noise complaint was reported at the Sigma
Chi fraternity house.
2:31 a.m. - A person from Springer Hall reported that a
man was attempting to gain access to the residence hall at
the side door of the east wing. The man had left the area by
the time public safety arrived.
2:38a.m.- Phillip Jones, a Murray State University student from Sarasota, Fla., was arrested by the Mun·ay Police
Department on charges of alcohol intoxication, disorderly
conduct and resisting arrest.
The arrest followed a telephone complaint of an unwanted
guest at 103 North 14th St. (Sigma Chi house). He allegedly
took a swing at officer Jimmy Potts.
6:30 a.m. -A student reported that his car had been stolen.
The vehicle was found behind Richmond Hall.
Afternoon- Lim Boon, 20, of Elizabeth Hall, wns charged
with theft by the Murray Police Department after allegedly
shoplifting $59.94 worth of merchandise from Kroget·'s.

Jan. 24
12:35 a.m, - A person reported that a male who was intoxicated was causing a disturbance. The person left before an
officer arrived.
2:30 a.m. - A Murray State student t·eported that she was
assaulted in the municipal parking lot following a party at
the Woodmen of the World building on North 3rd Street. The
victim was interviewed by MSU public safety and MPD. A
counselor was asked to assist.
6:45a.m.- John E. Marshall, 21, Louisville, was arrested
at 2:09 a.m. on charges of wanton endangerment, disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and alcohol intoxication.
According to Murray Police reports, a vehicle was found in
a ditch on Chestnut Street. MPD officer Nicky Knight found
Marshall in the vehicle. Marshall was told to get out of the
vehicle and when he exited, he allegedly pulled a knife from
his pocket and attempted to attack Knight.
1:49 p.m. -A non-student was causing a disturbance at
Carr Health. The non-student was told to leave the building.
11 p.m.- A person reported that the laundry room on the
first floor of Richmond Hall was full of smoke. No fire was
reported and Central P lant was notified. Officials discovered
about 20 minutes later that the smoke was caused by a
smoke bomb.

Jan. 25
8:07 p.m. - Two vehicles ran the barricades at the basketball game.
10:44 p.m. - A person reported smelling marijuana smoke
on the sixth floor of White Hall. Officei·s did not find
anything upon arrival.
11:40 p.m. - An auto accident without injm·ies or damage
was reported. The parties did not file a formal report.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Leigh Landini, associate editor, from materials available to
~ the public at the Murray State University public s afety o{fi.ce
and the Murray Police Department.

Wesley Foundation
SPRING RETREAT
FEBRUARY 5 - 7
"CLEANING THE COBWEBS"
AND THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
ALSO ANNOUNCES THE
LEADERSIDP IN MINISTRY
SCHOLARSIDP AWARD
FOR 1993

Jesus loves you!
Paid Advertisement

PLEASE CALL THE
WESLEY FOUNDATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION
753-9859

o/a{entine

1315 PAYNE STREET
(NE X T T O MASON HALL)

!R.pses,

r---------------------------------, 'Ba{{oons, and
MAX CARMAN ·AWARD
r:Bou·quets
STUDENTS, it's time once again to nominate your favorite teacher for the

1, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , would like to nom inate
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for the award.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
1. In what department does the faculty member teach?

2. Have you had this professor in class?
If so, what classes?
3. Is the professor available for assistance outside the classroom?
4. What qualities do you feel this professor has that would qualify
him for this award for outstanding classroom performance?

Pre-orders av ai [a6[e
:;{ot 'lJogs
~ntuckJJ Lottery
feel Party S upp[ies
:Jpu.ntain 'Drin~

Student's
S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date _ __ _
Major ______________________ Phone _ _ _ __

I

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY N OON, FEB. 12
Please use additional sheets if necessary.
Funded by SGA

1302 Main St.
Across from Dairy Queen
753-9058

L---------------------------------.J L.....----------------------
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Values, self
esteem needed
By AMY WILSON

Campus Ltfe Editor

Many of life's problems
are compounded by the
inability to adapt to changes.
Making the transition to
college is often difficult
because of poor self esteem.
Louise Anderson, health
educator at Student Health
Services, considers self
esteem the primary issue that
needs to be addressed on
college campuses.
"To help people feel safe
with themselves is extremely
important," Anderson said.
"We need to teach skills to
learn how to manage
situations."
According to the book The

College Student's Health
Guide. when students arrive
at college, they not only
bring baggage and tangible
possessions, but values and
belief systems.
Exposure to the values of
other students may shake a
student's
personal
convictions.
Photo illustration by MELISSA FARNUM

BOUNTY OF BEAUTY
In order to find the perfect look, the beauty Industry offers a wide variety of products to fit every need.
Improving personal appearance Is often as easy as selectinG the right product to complement your fGoka
"t"lr

•

However, every student
should face a time when he
has to evaluate his beliefs.
"I think probably every
student has to deal with value
changes," Anderson said.
"When you 1Q to collep, ~u
are no longer deimed by

your family or your
community. It is time for you
to try your wings.
"I think one of the things
we discount is the incredible
amount of changes that
happen in adolescence and
then college. Your inner self •
changes," she said.
Instead of spending time
dealing with what is on the
inside, many students worry
about the outer self and
whether they will have zits
on an important day,
Anderson said.
A
student
who
is
undergoing a struggle with
his beliefs may develop poor
self esteem.
"Self esteem is central to
the way you perceive yourself
and your life," Anderson
said. "If you have poor self
esteem, your performance
will suffer and you will be
affected on all levels.''
Being comfortable with
yourself is the key to
happiness. If you are unable
to deal with the imperfections
in your life, you may miss
some important things, she
said.
"Rather than having the
need to be a mirror image of
other people, be comfortable
with yourself and reflect
what cia illside of you, n
Anderson said.

Cosmetics provide Surgery yields change
.tt•es
new Opportunl
:~ff~i~~EAJONES

By KELLY MENSER

Cosmetic C o s t • - - - - - - - - -

Assistant Campus Life Ed1tor

Trying to keep up with
fashion
models
by
purchasing .the latest
cosmetics may work for
some people, but several
students prefer the natural
look.
Anna Cherry, senior public
relations major from St.
Lucia prefers to wear only lip
gloss and powder.
"I'm just not one to wear too
much cosmetics," she said.
Since she doesn't wear
much makeup, Cherry buys
cosmetics only twice during
the semester.
"I try to buy professional
products," she said. "I'm a
sucker for trying new
things."
Those students who wear
several products or who
switch brands often may
worry about the prices.
Cindy Hyde, senior physics
major from Gilbertsville,
said the cost for looking
better is unreasonable.
"Sometimes I wonder why I
spend this much, but I go
ahead and do it anyway,"
Hyde said.
On an everyday basis,

What you can expect to pay for cosmetics at a retail store:
Foundation
Eye Shadow
Cover Girt Clean Makeup
Cover Girl Professional
1 oz. $2.78
.12 oz. $1.97
L'oreal Mattique
Clarion Silk Palette
1.12 oz. $7.32
.24 oz. $5.38
Blush
Maybelline Shine Free
.23 oz. $3.12
Clarion Sheer Illusion
.16 oz. $7.28

Eye Uner
Maybelline
.06 oz. $1 .83
L'oreal Lineur Intense
.24 oz. $5.47

Pressed Powder
Cover Girl Clean
.40 oz. $2.78
Clarion Silk Perfection
.27 oz. $7.28

Mascara
Maybelline Magic
.41 oz. $2.97
L'oreal Splash Out
.21 oz. $5.47

Concealer
Maybelline Shine Free
.11oz.$2.97
L'oreal Mattique Conceal
.15 oz. $5.26

~ Maybelline SheerUpstlck
Accents

.14oz.$3.16
L'oreal Colour Supreme
.13 oz. $5.32

~

Total: $21.58 vs. $48.18
Graphic by HEATHEA BEGLEY

Soorce: WALMART

Hyde wears foundation,
powder, blush and lipstick.
"These
products are
important because they help
cover flaws when you're
having a bad face day," she
said.
McCallon,
Melissa

to

sophomore
fashion
merchandising major from
Louisville, sees a change in
cosmetics.
"Used to be, everybody had
Acting or other careers depento have a certain kind of
ding
on physical appearance
makeup," she said. "Now,
are
the
only cases in which
it's more natural and· you
Kakascik
would recommend
can choose."

Preferred Play - - - - - - - - - - •
The three most popular sports are:
• exercise walking (71 million participants)
• swimming (67.5 million)
• bicycle riding (55 million)
The top three in 1984 were:
• swimming (74 million)
• bicycle riding (51 million)
• camping (43 million)
Source 1~92 STATlSTlCAL ABSTRACT OF THE U.S.

For Hollywood favorites such
as Jonn · Rivers, cosmetic
surgery helps retain youth and
remove unwanted blemishes
and deformities. The average
college student, on the other
hand, finds the cost and consequences too great realistically consider surgery as a means
of self-perfection.
Beth Fortner, freshman nurs·
ing major from Marshall Coun·
ty, does not consider plastic
surgery an option because of
the cost.
'
"I think stars who undergo
these procedures are being
something they're really not,''
Fortne1· said.
"There's nothing wrong with
it as long as you don't overdo
it by totally changing yout· appearance." said Chri!:;ty Buford,
freshman accounting major
from Owensboro.
Dr. Gerald Kakascik, a board
certified plastic surgeon in
Paducah, discourages persons
with minimal deformities to
turn to plastic surgery. He
meets with his patients to ex·
amine the extent oftheir defor·
mities or personal
dissatisfaction.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Pumping it up

. For many students, the way to keep in good
physical shape is to life weights and do aerobics.
In order to be successful, students work out
several times a week. ·
"Most females work out to keep weight down,
and most guys to form muscle tone.'' said Mike
Ray, co-owner of Body Elite.
Whether for weight control or just to relieve
stress, pumping iron Is an option chosen by
many students.
Story on page 9A

~~f:r~~tr:S.

f~~~t~a~~~~i~mr6~n;i~:;.pens

Touch-ups within a year are
free, and manufacturers
guarantee the implants in cat;c
of leaks. Kakascik said a leak

Nose jobs run a?out $3,000
and take approxtmately an
hour and a half. Healing for the
procedure takes about a week.
"You wear a plastic splint on
the nose so you don't bump it
and hurt it," Kakascik said.
A procedure many college·
aged people are interested in is
liposuction. However, Knkascik
said this procedure is not. for
evm·yone.
"Liposuction is for removing
fat deposits, not for weight
loss," he said. "It is for those
who are close to their ideal
weight but have u bulge or
don't feel comfortable in a
bikini."
Common liposucton procedures include the 1·emoval of
a double chin, hips, thighs,
ankles, lovt:l handles on men
and breast reduction for guys.
Kakascik said men have their
breusts reduced because of the
accumulation of fat deposits in
that area. "It looks conspicuous." he said,
Kakascik said liposuction is
most successful for those with a
bulge in an otherwise
reasonable figure. It is not successful for overweight or obese
people.
"You shouldn't do it because
people want you to," he said.
''Do it for yourself.''

for minimal
He said his average customer
is 25 years old, and he has both
college and high school
customers. The most popular
surgeries for this age group in·
elude breast enlargement and
reduction, nose jobs, liposuction
and removal of acne scars.
Breast enlargement with
saline implants is gaining
popularity again, Kakascik
said. Although demand fo1· the
surgery went down after
negative publicity surrounding
the safety controversy, the
calming of this controversy has
renewed interest in the
procedure.
Kakascik said a typical
breast enlargement with salt
water implants in a doctor's of·
fice would cost about $3,700. In
a hospital, the same procedure
would generally cost an addi·
tional $400 because of the cost
of ho:;pitalization.
Kakascik said people con·
sidering plastic surgery need to
keep 'realistic expectations.'
The biggest problem with
breast implants is making sure
the customer is completely
satisfied. If n patient is not
satisfied, the procedure is
corrected.

Improving self esteem Apples and pears
If you seem to have problems
speaking up in class or you feel
uncomfortable around other people, the
College Student's Health Guide makes
these suggestions:
•Don't let the criticisms of others affect
you as a person.
•Don't stay around'friends' or
situations that make you feel
inadequate.
•Allow yourself time to be alone.
•Pay attention to people in your life
who seem to value you more than you
value yourself.
•Spend time alone in nature.

According to recent studies, women
whose body fat distribution favors the
upper body (apples) rather than the
hips and thighs (pears) may be at higher
risk of developing breast and
endometrial cancer.
Obese women in general are at a
slightly higher risk of developing breast
cancer, but when the 'apples' are
isolated, their breast cancer rate is
significantly elevated. As the waist-tohip circumference ratio increase~ . so
does the risk.
Apples, get thee to the gym and take
the pears with you I

n.
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Top shape hard to reach
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
, Staff Writer

Achieving and maintain·
ing the best physical
condition is not an easy task.
According to some Murray
State University students who
work out regu.larly, it t akes
t ime, determination and
good eating and sleeping
habits to maintain good
muscle tone.
Mike Ray, co-owner of
Body Elite , said college
stu dents make up 60 to 65
percent of his business.
Ray said Body Elite offers
a full line of free weights,
nautilus-type !Dacbines such
as stair climbers and tread
mills , as well as daily
aerobics classes.
Ray said most men lift
weights and :most women do
aerobic activity, but he said
ther e are women who lift
weights and men who do
aerobics.
"It's a real good match up,"
h e said.
"Most females work out to
keep weight down, and most
guys to form muscle tone,"
Ray said.
He said students work out
mostly during the week since
many students go home on
the weekend.
Chris Beckish, senior mar·
k eting major from Hilton
Head, S.C., said h e works out
every day with weights at
Body Elite.

It'• lbe Final Dayw
ol Pier 1'• Jaauary
Clean~aoe alartlag
Fl'lday at 9:00 a.m.

20%

Photo by JUD COOK

Being in shape is an important part of looking and feeling good.
Howard Stevens, senior marketing major from Bandana , gets
" pumped up" as part of his fitness program.

Beckish said he works
every body part once a week
and inclu des aerobic activity
such as riding a stationary
bike into his daily workout to
burn fat.
Beckish s aid h e devotes
about 12 h ours a week t o
working out, but th er e is a
pay-off.
''I am extremely physically
fi t ," h e said . "That's
basically my job, my hobby;
it's what I do."
Beckish said results with
his type of pr ogram can be
seen in about two and a half
to three weeks depending on

how hard you work.
"That includes eating
right, aerobics and weight
training," Beck.ish said.
Jennifer Harrison, a
sophomore chemistry major
from Columbus, ill., said she
teaches aerobics Monday
t hrough Thursday at the
Ba ptist Student Union to
maintain her muscle tone
and weight.
Harrison considers herself
physically fit, and said with
her workout one could see
results in two weeks if the
proper diet is maintained.
Barry Baird, a senior

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
Ladies Shoes
$11.95 and $14.95

753-9419

2nd Pair only

99 ¢

100 S. 5th St. Next to Rudy's

Students seek
beauty, health
improvements

exercise science major from
Marion, said he works out
with weights at Body Elite
five days a week.
"A lot of times I ride the
bike, and I'm thinking about
starting aerobics," Baird
said.
Baird said he devotes
approximately two hours to
each day's workout in order
to improve and maintain
muscle tone he developed
from high school weight
training.
"I consider myself to be
about average to a little above
average,"
Baird
said
concerning his physical
condition.
He said it can take up to
three months to see desired
results to weight training.
Lana
Greenfield,
a
sophomore pre-pharmacy
major from Benton, said she
also works out with weights
at Body Elite.
Greenfield said she tries to
use a stair machine or walk
or ;run in Racer Arena in
order to round out her
workout.
"It doesn't take that long to
lift," Greenfield said. "It
makes you feel better."
Greenfield said she doesn't
lift just to improve her body,
but because she likes doing
it.
She said she is trying,
which is all anyone can do,
to become physically fit.

By MICHELLE STINNETT
Reporter

" I'm very
Trying to achieve the
beautiful look is often
satisified with the
difficult, especially when
way I look and I
those extra rolls just won't
roll away.
wouldn 't change
Several Murray State
anyth i n~. "
University J:Jtudents said they
aren't satisfied with their
-Mike Hopkins
looks and would like t o
change the parts that protrude
and add to the parts t h at from Taylorsville. "I don't
place that much importance
don't.
"I'm not very s atisfied on beauty."
Amy Parker, freshman
with my appearance, but I
undecided
major from
don't dwell on the·things that
Murray,
said
she thinks
I don't like," said Mary Jane
is
somewhai
Wynn,
freshm an beauty
elementazy education major important.
"Looks are usually the first
from Princeton. "It's wh at is
impression
that you get of a
inside that counts."
Mike Hopkins, freshman person and then you discover
English
major
f ro m the personality," Parker
Hickman said he wouldn't said.
To Jeff Cline, freshman
change anything about his
criminal justice major .from
appearance.
However, if he could Versailles, beauty doesn't
change his looks to r esemble really matter.
"I just take it as it goes,"
a celebrity, he said h e would
he
said.
want to look like Arnold
Robiu Storlie, junior
Schwartzenegger .
"I'm very satisfied with the environmental engineering
way that I look an d I major from Kuttawa, bas an
wouldn't change anything," interesting philosophy.
"I just ignore life's little
said Mark Bell, junior
printing management m~jor imperfections," Storlie said.

Ralph Woods Memorial Awar d
Established to honor students who have made an outstanding contribution in
service and leadership to the university campus.
~

off Regular Prlcea

STOREWIDE

Criteria:

Plaa •••

1. Must be a December 1992 or May 1993 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate leadership.
3. Must be a persoq,:who promotes change (Can accomplish goals and
is of service to stUdents and faculty). '
•
'
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

All Items on our
Bale Tables
Redaced

.75%
Off Regular Prices

And •••

All Wicker
& Balian
Furniture

20%·50%

Off Regular Prices

3DAYS ONLY

Fri., Sat. lr San.

Jan. 29. 30. 31

1\tf\

\lt\\tl

Beta .
Upsilons
Love,
Your Sisters in

Alpha Sigma Alpha

A LOS OVE HABLAN ESPAHOL. M.\ES'IRC§ Y ESTIJDIANIES
Hlbn una miss en esptik)l en Ia iJ.Idia Epiacopal St. Jciln' s. en Ia
CalJ.e Main 1620, elm~ 3 de lebluo al• S:lS p.m. La mll8ica
serA J.tinocmericllla tradicionai cat ptlrra. Delpu6l de la mira e
s;avirima ccmida ·~ sllb<x hia'pm:f•.

lo que oe oelebra en dicha occ..XO et Ja Fiesta de Ia PraentaciOn de
Cristo en el T emplo; en muct.:. pUe. es Ia oelebrtcidn final de Ia
t.eqxnda de N..,idad-Epifmfa. Se llama "CandeJ•ia" per el <XlltwDbte
de bmdecir clldeJM (velar) pi'ael a1D q» viene.
Tcxtoc qaedm inva.cb. La bma de .xacm ala S.U Euc.iiUa.
o la Min, que a lalitlqia utlda en Ia ialeti• Bpilcq:Jel y eatolica
RDm.a. Fn Ia IsJesja ~. t.oda penona baltizada puode
coa.11aar. no iqxxta en~ ialesia 10 babo. Los~ prefaa:a1
~ipar m recibir Ia co~ ooblecv•
taJDb~
estan bistvenicb.

..,..1M.....

Habrt pr6cticademdlrica adolllirtam a !.11:45 a.m. y a mac:ole.t
alas 6:4S p.m. Se invittn especia!JDenfe a Jot que tocm JUitma.

"Nowhere
To Runu<RI
"Aladdin"
(G)

"Distinguished
Gentleman" CRI

7unau£ by SGA

The actives are looking forward
to a wonderful retreat!

on Chestnut St.

"Children of
the Com II" <RI

jt;ffi
, ....,.,c, .. , •• ~

University Plaza

"Sniper" <RI

Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities. Three letters of
recommendation (from peers, instructors or whomever you like) validating
the nominee's leadership capabilities must accompany your application.
Applications must be submitted by Friday March 5,1993.

Intemational Business Seminars
Murray State University
Summer Program
May 24 -June 17, 1993
---London, United Kingdom; Paris, Nimes,
and Nice, France; Florence, Italy; Innsbruck ,
Austria; Munich, Germany
---Interact with top level executives from
such organizations as Coca-Coca, London
Stock Exchange, Groupe Bull, BMW,
Siemens, and 7 others. Earn 3 h ours credit.
FIND OUT MORE.....
INFORMATIONAL MEETING

ATIENIION SPANISH SPEAKERS. TEt\QiERS & S1VDENTS
1:30
3:25
7:00
9:00
1:30
3:45
7:ts
9:30

Bargain Matinee's
Sat. & Sun. ONLY

wm

On Wednesday, Febm.y 3 aS:lS p.m.. there
be a Sp.nilhlansuase IelVa a St. ldln't EpiiCClpll Cmcb, 1620 Main SL, with
traditimll r..tin Amer~miDlli.c, llld a cupper •with a SpD.t:h 1lcvar''.

The ooc::aicn fa 'Mlnhip it the Petit of u. PreaeNaUan ot Chilt in
the Temple. wtUcb ir in mOlt Sp.nilb·. . . . c:amlriet abe end of the
Ori~tm•Epipblny odebrecn. It it papullrly known • Cmdlema
becaale of the aJIIlOID of bleain& c:m:Uel to be UJed eDina abe yea.
You .-e invit«f ID al.t.Md the IS'Vio& .nd Ita)' b supper. The bm of
which it the lilur&Y tbared by
the Epillcopal md Roaua Catbl& Quchea. In the Epill:q)ta! Ouch
the Roty Coaununion it open to my b.p:ized etntUn who wida to
ro::eive. Howev«, tbole who pais to pcticiplte witbr:dreceivq
Commtmion, ~ ID~c:Wy, .eeqaally we&come..

w~d:Up is the Holy Eucbaiat, or Maa.

Music pnctice fix llll)'Cft. ir*re.sted Sunday IDCIIDina• • 11:45 md
W~ eveninp c6:4S. Ouiur players eapecWly weloome !!!

VVednesday,Feb. 3
3:30p.m.
Room 405
Business Building
~
~
Or contact
~
~
~
~~ Dr. Gruy Brockway, ~
~~
~ess s{J~
Phone 6202
~ess se~~
Department
of
Management & Ma rketing
I

'

;';:: : :-

:::;: :=

·~

:;

~
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Past Olympian
refuses to quit

Costly services provided
By KELLY MENSER
Assistant Campus Ute Editor

By AMY WILSON

If home perms and self-

applied false nails have
caused chaos in your life,
help is on the way... but it'll
coet yal
Merle Norman Cosmetic
Studio in Murray offers free
makeover&, mini makeover&
and color analyses as part of
its
individualized
complexion care.
"Although the consultations
are free, the studio does not
lose money because clients
usually buy Merle Norman
products,"
said Hilda
Bennett, manager.
These products generally
cost more than those found in
discount stores.
Beverly Calloway, owner of
Murray's Merle Norman,
said lipstick runs from $7 to
$10, foundation costs $12 to
$20 and moisturizers are $10
to$35.
Calloway is not surprised
by the large number of
university students who use
the studio's services and
products.
"While in college, you
need
to
establish
a
professional look," Calloway
said. "There's a distinct
correlation between properly
made-up, no makeup and too
much makeup."
Several salons in Murray
offer both skin and hair care
services.
For instance, employees of
Headlines cut and style hair
and give manicures and
makeovers.
Diana Thompson, co-owner
of Headlines, said the most

..,..

Campus Life Editor

With such a variety of cosmetics to choose from, women often seek help from
professional beauty services. Here, Ronnie Bassham, Junior geography major from
Cedar Grove, Tenn., consults the Clarion computer In K·Mart about her skin type.
popular services asked for by stronger and more healthy,"
M i c he 11 e
W a aden
students are highlighting, she said.
sophomore interior desip
penns and nail care.
major from Clarksville
These can be expensive
Erica Simpson, sophomore Tenn., highly recommend~
procedures, with high- business administration beauty services.
lighting starting at $40 and major from Slaughters, takes
"I think it helps a lot
sculptured nails at $50.
care of her nails at home .
But students seem to think Though she doesn't have such because sometimes you don't
looking good is worth it.
services as facial hair know what looks good on
Tanya Jones, freshman waxing and electrolysis you," she said.
business administration performed, she doesn't
consider them a waste of time
Was den said she believes
major from Mayfield, enjoys for others.
getting manicures about once
people should look better to
"If a person wants to do it, feel better, but not necessarily
a month.
"It makes my nails feel then go for it," Simpson said. to impress others.

As a former recordholder
in the decathlon, 60-year-old
Phil Mulkey has had his
share of dealing with
imperfections.
Reaching the Olympic
Games took him 12 years, but
his persistence finally paid
off when he set the world
record.
"Being the best I can be is
the way I try to live," Mulkey
sai d. "I am into that
strongly."
Despite his losses, Mulkey
has remained active in
athletics . As speaker for
Holiday Inn International,
he travels around the country
speaking about adult health
and fitness.
One of the thinks Mulkey
takes pride in is his value
system, which is constantly
changing.
"My opinion is that
principle is the only thing
worth dying for," he said.
is
nothing
"There
materialistic I would die for.
But I must choose my
principles carefully."
Although Mulkey has
failed at several marriages
and businesses, he had not
given up.
"There 's no point in
giving up/' he said. "I've
tried so many things, but I
haven't given up. In spite of
all the failure, the game is
not over until you say it.
When you are in control, you
get to say when you have had
enough."
A few years ago, Mulkey

PHIL MULKEY

spokesman
was in Birmingham, Ala.,
when a man walked up to
him and shot him in the
chest.
"I couldn't believe it
happened," he said. "My left
lung was damaged and my
doctors told me I would have
to give up athletic events."
As soon as he could,
Mulkey hit the track again to
see if he could still run.
"It took atoic discipline,"
he said. "My pain threshhold
is extremely high. I tried to
overcome the pain and I
made itt"
Dealing with imperfection
has helped me to develop into
an individual.
"If I lived the way
everyone wanted me to, I
would be a clone of other
people," Mulkey said.
Health

Try our New

Alicia McCoy
on making the MSU Dance Team!
Love, the Slsiters of Alpha Delta PI

Micltey ~ only $2.29
and
Mickey D Value Meal
only $3.59

Murray State University Catering

753-5548

107 N. 12th St.

and the

IT'S A GOOD TIME

Curris Center

FOR THE GREAT TASTE

SY

are offering full service catering for all
your wedding needs.
Wedding receptions and rehearsal
dinners welcome.

SEN8

For more information, call 762-2746 or 762-6985.

~. MONEY

BID ·DAY BASH!!!
~)

0

s

GET MONEY FROM 1008 1JICLE INSTEAD.
talented students. U you qualify,
these ment·b&sed ~~c:holarablps c:an
help you pay tutnon and e<lac:ational

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

feet. They eftn pay a !Jat rate for text·

boolcl an<lwWU. You c:an .-o Neeift

an allowance of up to $1000 eac:h

s c hool yeu the ac:holanhlp 11 In
effect. Find om :od&y II you qualify.

IIIMIBO'I'C
TIE SIIIITI3I'mr1 ER
COIJIISE1UIJ CD DIE.

OPEN TIL 11:00 FEB I 62

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
CAPTAIN TODD BAlUUSON
0!102» 78:1-4123

fO% OFF EVERYTHING

l

i

Your Unc:le Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards sc:holarlhlpe to hQl\C!Nde of

..

•
,
'
I
,
:

:
:
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"I have a responsibility to
exist in society, but I want to '
be my own person as much
as possible."

~lr----------------------------------------------------.

Congratulations

'
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
UCB films continue
despite budget woes
By JANICE M. FULPS
Ass1stant Arts and Entertainment Ed1tor

If you thought you would
never again get the chance to
see E. T. on the big screen, do
not despair!
In previous semesters, the
Curris Center Theatre has
played popular, contemporary
movies.
This semester, however, the
majority of the movies to be
shown at the Currie Center
Theatre were released in the
1980s.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

LOBSTER FEST '93
This giant lobster Is but one of the many costumes,
silk paintings and prints by Melissa Drake, senior
surface design ma)or from Murray, that will be on
display through Sunday In the Eagle Gallery.

..

Chris Pendley, chairman
of film and video for the
University Center Board,
said this presence of older
movies in the line-up is due
to budget problems the
Student
Government
Association experienced last
semester.
Pendley, senior music
major from Madisonville,
said that he has a budget of
approximately $12,000 and
the overall SGA also has its
budget.
Pendley said he had to get
less expensive, older movies
this semester because that
planned budget was not met.
"Well, we didn't quite
make that budget last
semester and I didn't get any
of the money I made from

"I picked some things out
my movies back," he said.
Pendley said one of the that I knew were pretty
reasons SGA did not make popular," he said. "Some
as much money as usual is people might think it will be
because it did not have a big nice to see these older movies
on the big screen again."
concert last semester.
"We have had big country
The older movies Pendley
concerts in recent semesters
which raise a lot of money- mentioned include such
classics as The Hunt For
which helps," he said.
Red
October, Highlander,
Besides not being able to
The
Towering
Inferno, Rood
afford current attractions,
Pendley said there was just House, Smoleey and the
no room in the budget for Bandit, E. T., and Heathers.
promotional flyers either.
At least three newer movies
Last semester, colorful are on the line-up as well.
posters with the semester's They are Patriot Games,
movie
schedule
were Under Beige, and Passenger
available, as well as 57 and were each released in
refrigerator magnets. This 1992.
semester, the movie .s chedule
Pendley said next fall
can be found on legal size semester, conditions should
photocopies.
be favorable again for the
Pendley said the presence theatre.
of publicity materials did not
"Basically, in the fall, it
help attendance rates last
will start all over again," he
semester.
·
"We've noticed a lot of the said. "I'll get my full budget
attendance is going down back.''
even with the publicity," he
Students with Murray State
said.
University identification
Pendley said he attributes cards are able to see the SGA·
part of the low attendance to funded mOvies at 3:30 p.m., 7
the home video rental.
p.m., and 9:30 p.m . each
Although most of the Wednesday at the Curris
movies are older, Pendley Center Theatre. Prices are
said he thinks they will $1 for the 3:30 p.m. show, and
appeal to people.
$1.60 for the evening shows.

by KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Entertainers
live on feats
of the past
With Super Bowl Sunday
almost upon us, there is a
little something extra to look
forward to.
No matter what happens
between now and then in the
Persian Gulf, Somalia or
around the world .... Lee
Greenwood won't sing.
From bowl games to tractor
pulls and from presidential
campaigns to telethons,
Greenwood has made a
career of wailing his
gushing anthem God Buss
the USA.

For those of you who either
slept through the eighties or
are universally unaware
enough to still be serving on
jury duty, the song goes
something like this: I'm
proud
to
be
an
American/Where at least I
know I'll be I Allowed to sing
my only song I When we use
our military I And I'll gladly
give up my artistry I Don't
care what people say I I'll
never need to write another
song I God bless the USA
I realize the passage above
isn't entirely accurate, my
best films possible which, he memory of the song is
said, means entertainment of somewhat clouded, but it's
high quality.~-about the best that I can do.
This semester's features will
Not that Greenwood would
be from the United States,
turn down a request to sing,
France, Great Britain, Spain,
Australia, and Germany. Most there's a special gene in
entertainers that allows them
films have English subtitles.
to survive long periods with
Cinema International films only their past achievements
are shown at 7:30 p.m. each to feed upon.
Thursday and Friday at the
I remember as a child in
Curris Center Theatre. There is the late seventies going to a
no admission fee.
hardware store to see Burt'
Ward, TV's Robin, the Boy
Wonder. Not that I wasn't
thrilled at the time, but ten
years can do a lot to a
person's physique. Seeing an
old man in tights, posing as
a teen-age super hero,
sporting a beer belly and a
scraggly growth of beard is
just really kind of sad.

International series shortens season
By JANICE M. FULPS
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

The University Center Board
1sn't the only groun on campus
that is having to alter its movie
line-up to conform to its shrink·
ing budget.
Cinema International
spokesman, Michael Waag,
said his organization is also
having problems with its
budget. As a result, the group
has decided to shorten its
season to a half-semester so it

can still afford to run highquality films.
"We've been running on a
short budget for about three
years," said Wang, professor of
Spanish.
Waag said that, although the
Cinema International budget
has been low, it has not affected
the quality of the program.
The attendance rate of the
first .foreign film shown this
semester was higher than that
of the Student Government

Association's first Wednesday national films to the uni·
night movie.
queness of the program.
WJla~u~Jlid the turnout for t~h.=-e.::...-.~~"Where else are you goi.og to
Frid~ nigft' showing of The be able to see The Grapes t~(
Man Who Would Be King was Wrath on a big screen in
approximately 150 people. western Kentucky," he said.
Chris Pendley, Curris Center
Theatre film operator. said the
The international films are
SGA movie, Raiders of the Lost chosen by the Cinema InternaArk, only had about 50 spec- tional Committee, composed of
tators for all three of its l'tudents, faculty and staff inWednesday showings.
terested in film.
Wang said the main objective
Waag attributes the high at·
tendance of the Cinema Inter- of this committee is to show the

Fdm's.script" 'Hexed' by missed gags, corny jokes
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

Hexed is actually so dumb it's
funny. With humor close to that
of the Naked Gun movies, the
overall feeling of the film is of
missed gags and corny jokes.
However, there are enough funny moments to move the audience along through this
comedy.
In one scene, Victor Thummell, played by Ray Baker, is
surrounded by police for questioning about the murder. The
car Welsh borrowed on the
night of the murdet· was rented
in Thummell's name. He insists
that he is going to leave the
hotel and there is nothing the
police can do about it. Four
policemen jump him and beat
him severly. He is lying unconscious on the floor and the
police are still beating him with
their clubs. A crowd forms in
the lobby to watch the commotion and a tourist videotapes it
with his camcorder. It is an imitation of the Rodney King incident, except Trummell is white.

A murderous model and a
hotel clerk with a reality pro·
blem team up in an unusual
comedy-thriller called Hexed.
Ayre Gross stars as Matthew
Welsh, a hotel clerk who
refuses to keep his head out of
the clouds. Welsh takes on
many different identities dur·
ing the film, using the hotel's
resources to further his deceptions. He also has a fixation for
Hexina, a world-famous French
model. He claims they had a
relationship even though
they've never met.
Claudia Christian plays Hex·
ina, the model of WelRh's
dreams and nightmares. In
Welsh's quest to get a date with
Hexina, he intercepts a call for
her from a Henry Pratt. He immediately assumes Pratt's
identity and stumbles into
more than he can handle.
Hexina, upon discovering
Welsh's true identity, tricks
him into helping her murder
One has to see it lo believe
the real Pratt. She then proceeds to frame him for the that it is funny, but it is one of
the highlights of the film.
crime.

One bright moment of this
film is when a priest checking
into the hotel asks if all the
rooms have an adult channel.
When the desk clerk confirms
this and asks if there is a problem, the priest says no. The
priest spends his time in the
hotel watching these channels.
When a power outage occurs in
the hotel. the priest thinks it is
God showing his anger with
him. The priest immediately
drops to the floor and begins to
pray for forgiveness.
Another humorous element of
Hexed is Simon Littlefield,
played by Michael Knight. Littlefield is the
assistant
manager of the hotel. He is con·
stantly harassing Welsh,
especially after Hexina chooses
to go out with Welsh instead of
him. He adds laughs to slow
points in the film.
On a scale of 1 to 10, Hexina
would be about a five. If you
loved the Naked Gun movies,
you will really like this film.
However, if you only liked
those movies, then Hexed will
be something to rent or see dur·
ing a bargain night.

A Few Good Films • • • • • • • • •
According to a poll by Quigley Publications, theater owners and
exhibitors list these men and one woman as the best at packing
people into movie theaters· :

1. Tom Cruise
2. Mel Gibson
3. Kevin Costner
4. Jack Nicholson
5. Macaulay Culkin
"in order of popularity
Source; USA TODAY

6. Whoopi Goldberg
7. Michael Douglas
8. Clint Eastwood
9, Steven Seagal
10. Robin Williams
, Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Even more depressing was
seeing Al Lewis and Butch ,
Patrick, TV's Grandpa and
Eddie Munster, emceeing a
costume contest at a Chicago
nightclub. Patrick at least
appeared to be having a good
time. Lewis smoked a cigar,
looked around the room with
a blank expression on his
face, and occasionally
danced a bit of a jig. From
all outward appearances,
somebody at the club must
have been withholding the
poor man's medication. Even
more humiliating, a few
weeks later, I saw Lewis as
the celebrity judge of a bikini
contest on some public access
channel from New York.
Photo courtesy of COLUMBIA PICTURES

The moral of this story is
having a career in the
Hexlna (Claudia Christian) attempts to kill Matthew entertainment industry can
Welch (Arye Gross) for the umpteenth time In Hexed. be rewarding and all, but
The film Is a comedy/thriller spoof that Is reminiscent of when the fat lady sings just
the Naked Gun movies.
get out of her way.

~------A
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Class-y new show
The new Fox series Class of '96 heads up a
new night of programming on Fox. Paired with
Key West, Class is the first original programming on Tuesday nights at the network.
Directed by thirtysomethings Peter Horton,
Class is a realistic look at college life that
doesn't pander to the audience. Focusing primarily on the smaller, everyday events in life,
the series is unique because it doesn't need to
create false tension every week.
Story on page 12

The write stuff

TV·11 schedule

Have an original, unpublished screenplay lying around collecting dust? If so,
it could be worth $25,000 to you.
The Academy Foundation of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences has announced that It is now
taking applications for the 1993 Don
and Gee Nicholl Fellowships.
In order to be considered, applicants
must submit an original1 00-130 page
screenplay and a $25 application fee.
Applications may be obtained by writing Nicholl Fellowships, Academy
Foundation, Dept. H, 8949 Wilshire
Blvd., Bevery Hills, CA, 90211 -1 972.

Newsmakers, hosted by Kristi Bauer,
airs live on Mondays at 6 p.m. The
show is rebroadcast later that night at
9:30 and again Wednesday night at 6.
Rockey's Roundtable, hosted by
Patrick Rockey, airs Tuesday nights at
6 and 9:30 and again on Wednesday at
9:30p.m.
lnfoweekly ishostedbyMattWalker,
Lee Blair, Amy Gordon, Phillip lee and
Timmy Smith. The show airs Thurs·
days at 6 and 9:30 p.m.
A new entertainment series, Reel to
Real, is hosted by Dan Szurgot. It airs
Sunday nights at 6:30 and 9:30.
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New Fox series is 'Class' act
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Somewhere
between
Beverly Hills 90210 and
thirtysomething lies the first
real show for the lost
generation that came of age
during the Reagan-Bush
glory days.
Class of '96, which airs
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. on Fox, is
the most realistic of this
season's tidal wave of series
geared toward young adults
and is also profiting from a
scheduling delay.

the nation's critics.
The viewing public as a
whole, unfortunately hasn't
been so accepting. Clau
ranked 85th out of 96 shows
during its premeire.

moving into a dorm for the
first time and living with a
roommate were adressed.
Granted, these events won't
change the world, but neither
will seeing Dylan and
Brenda breaking up.

The reason for the low
ratings has nothing to do
with the show's content. With
competition from Full House
and Hangin' With Mr.
Cooper on ABC and Rescue
911 on CBS, the series is
expected to attract a small,
but loyal, following.

When the little things in
life are focused upon, viewer
identification takes place
and
builds
loyalty,
something which is already
happening across college
campuses.

What separates Class from
other youth-oriented aeries is
that it doesn't pander to its
audience. While 90210 and
Melrose Place seem obligated
to include a life-threatening
or earth-shattering storyline
every week, Class focuses on
some of the smaller,
everyday moments of college
life.

Originally scheduled for a
fall debut, the pilot episode of
Class was put on hiatus and
wasn't aired until Jan. 19.
When similar shows such as
Freshman
Dorm, The
Heights and The Round
Table fell by the wayside and
with Melrose Place and 90210
floundering in Nielsen's
During the first episode,
purgatory, Class is getting
the attention it deserves from hassles with registration,

recognized and relatively
new.
Jason (Poverty) Gedrick is
best remembered as the lead
in Iron Eagk.
Kari (Slutty) Wuhrer was
superb as one of the
revolving co-hostesses of
MTV's Remote Control.
Lisa Dean (Wealthy) Ryan
made headlines when she
stole the virginity of one
young Doogie Howser.

And Peter Horton, who
helped to set the standard for
is the stereotyped characters, such intelligent ensemble
at least judging from the dramas during his stay on
pilot. Clas3 could have been thirtysomething, has a
alternately titled The Seven recurring role as an English
Dwarf6 go to College professor, as well as
featuring the talents of occasionally directing.
modem day dwarfs Brainy,
The bottom line is that
Spacy, Preppy, Slutty,
of
'96 is an
Wealthy, Poverty and Class
entertaining, realistic look
(token) Minority.
at college life that deserves to
Despite its shortcomings, survive at least long enough
the cast offers some fine to force the writers to deal
talent from actors both with graduation.

So what•cha what'cha what•cha want?
Say it with a CLASSIFIED! ·
KUT N KURL
Tanning Special

300 MINUTES FOR $15
Best Deal in Town!
Southside Shopping Center

A major flaw of the series
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753-1682

Dly-cJeentnl • Alteratlou
Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
SWlday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Bel-Air Center S.12th St.
759-2570
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"ORIGINAL'' BEEF HARDSHELL

TACOS
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49¢
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NO COUPON NEEDED - NO UMIT

TACOJOHN~S

Cf113v(PUS Lf(j1{'TS!
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OPEN tATE

SUN.-THURS. 10 A.M.- MIDNIGHT
FRI. a: SA.T. 10 A.M.-I A.M.
IN FRONT OF WALMART
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PARTNERS IN HEALTH
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION

The professional nurses at Student Health Services care for you
when you are well or sick. Let us be your partner in making better
health choices so you can achieve a lifetime of optimal wellness. We
can answer generalized health questions from Anorexia to Zits.
Give us a call at Health Services, 762-3809, your HEALTH LINE.

Route 1, Boz 35 - Almo Heights, KY
Highland Oaks Subdivision (behind Candlelight Estates)
Located 4 miles north of Murray offKY 1824 (Old 641)
• Brick/Frame Ranch
• 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
• Living room/fireplace

• Huge separate family room
• Eat-in country kitchen
• Large lor/storage building

f: INSPECT: Sup~y, January 31, 2-5 P.M.

I

CALLFORFREEBROC~
Broker Puticipation - 10% Buyer's Premiwn
In cooperation with

Don Erler Auctioneer

WMtlC· COMMERCIAL BROKERS

~··
t
l
~

1·800-880-4255

753-1222

I
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vou can ~~~

Prevent
Forest Fires.

A Rewarding
Su•nmerJob

Eqlerim•ce
THE NEWEST FRATERNITY ON
MURRAY'S CAMPUS IS GETTING
READY TO CHARTER
IF YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE A MOTIVATER,
SELF-STARTER WITH THE DESIRE TO BRING A NEW
TRADITION TO MURRAY STATE, THEN YOU OWE IT TO
YOURSELF TO CHECK US OUT AND BECOME A CHARTER
MEMBER.

•
FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL:

St1mmer
Job Fair
VVhen: Tuesday, Feb. 2
Time: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Where: Curris Center Ballroom
What: Applications/Interviews

Sponsor: Placement Service ~
Department of H.P.E.R ·
Information: 762-3735 or
762-6188

Pfiys. 'Etl. 'Wau.rfront IJJusint.ss ~am.
~fia6ifitation
1"int Jilrts Social 'Work. IJJoating 'Eqtu.Strian
Spu.WU 4·:Jl Jilct. 'E.!M.'I./J{}Lrsing Scouting
Cfiurcfi (jroups Sports 1"ooaServiu
y.9rf.C.Jl.

RONN HUBBARD .IR. AT 753-2142
OR
SIGMA TAU HOUSE AT 753-8316

The Southwestern Company
The National Boy Scout Museum

,.
,C.;,

r
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Concert band visits
The Gustavus Band, of Gustavus Adolphus College in
Minnesota, will present a concert at Murray State next ·
week. The band, which has toured nationally, is being
sponsored by the Murray State department of music, the
bands of the Calloway County and Murray public schools
and Immanuel Lutheran Church.
The program for . the concert includes traditional
music such as Richard Wagner's Huldigungsmarsch,
H. Owen Reed's La Fiesta Mexicana, Aaron Copland's
Down a Country Lane, John Philip Sousa's Semper
Fidelia and compositions by Gregory Youtz, Daniel
Bukvich and David Holsinger.
The conCert will start at 7:30p.m., Monday Feb. 1 and
will be held in Lovett Auditorium. Admission is free.

Campus Lights underway
Campus Lights, a student-produced variety show
featuring music frop1 which dates mainly from the
1930s, will run until Sunday, Jan. 31.
Performances are scheduled for 8 p.m. today through
Saturday apd 2 p.m. on Sunday. Campus Lights will be
performed at Lovett Auditorium. Ticket prices are $5 for
adults, $3.50 for students and free for children three and
under.
Proceeds from ticket sales go toward . the Campus
Lights Scholarship Fund.

Week In Preview

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

\A.LE!IrtNf:5 :DAY .tS N<Sf"~AR
/>-WAV MD "E12£ WE ~ •••

AWOt:U-1>

:cr·s

~HO\lr" Love.

AJ,.J.,. <:.oN• *DOWN 11-'£'
'T;if!/a:N I~I

JOSHUA WILKES'

~:S 5A"D••• NO Love; Wo
:r"o'( ••• -:sus.-rvat.£~. SQ

~':PRU~ ~uNP eJ~f!'H
C01<J.JE:fl...~!

L!ll'~~p I

WHEELER
WHalER'S

• Student Recital. Anthony Brown will present his senior
trombone recital at 8 p.m., Feb. 2 at the Farrell Recital Hall,
which is located in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Admi&flion is free.
• UCB Movie. The movie Hunt for Red October will be
shown at 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m., and 9:80 p.m., Feb. S at the Curris
Center Theatre. Admission is $1 for matinee and $1.50 for
.
evening shows for students with an MSU ID.
• Cinema International. The British film My Left Foot will
be shown at 7:30 this evening at the Curris Center Theatre.
Admission is free.
• Cinema International. The Spanish .6lm.Aye Carmela
will be shown at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 4 at the Curris
Center Theatre. Admission is free.
• Photography E:dlibit. President Ronald J. Kurth and Jim
Buckhannan, of Stanbury, W.Va. currently have photography
on exhibit at Wrather Museum.

FROM HeL-L.

SGA

Congratu[ations
Sabrina f£de{en
1st 1\]t.nner-up ~ntucK.y
State :Fair Queen

JudiCial
Board Meeting

Love,
----your sisters in .9l{pfia (jamma 'De[ta

Fetiruary 4
3:30 p.m. in SGA office

Murray State University
presents

Dr. Jawanza Kungufu
"renowned educator''

Workshop: Developing a
Multicultural School
Place: Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry & Technology
Auditorium

Date: Feb. 4, 1993
Time: 7 p.m.
Informal reception immediately following workshop in
the Multicultural Center, Curris Center, sponsored by
the Minority Student Organ ization Advisory
Committee.

..
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BUDGET

University set aside four
percent in November in
anticipation of budget cuts
from the state.
The contingency totaled
$676,000, and all travel was
frozen ucept for that deemed
necessary to the University
mission.
In an effort to remain alert
for possible future budget
cuts, administrators hope to
work a contingency plan into
the 1993-94 budget which will
be presented to the Board of
Regents in May, Kassing
said.

Continued from Page 1A

The funds will be withheld
by the state treasurer's office,
sai d
Norm
Snyder,
communications director for
the Council on Higher
Education.
"It was a technical
change," Snyder said.
The four percent that was
set aside last semester in a
contingency plan will
remain in that position,
Kassing
said.
The

TUITION
Continued from Page 1A

tuition alone, said Norm
Snider,
communication
director for the Council on
Higher Education.
"The administrators who
testified all seemed to be in
favor of option two," Snyder
said. "The students were
predominately in favor of
keeping thinga the way they
were ."
The f1rst option calls for
keeping the current tuitionsetting policy in place. This
policy sets the tuition at a
percentage of the atate'a per
capita personal income
(PCPI) and it is set at a
similar amount aa those
colleges in surrounding
states that the CHE uses as
benchmark institutions.
Tuition is set by the CHE in
November of odd-numbered
years.
The second option calla for
keeping the tuition policy, but
determining
the
rate
annually instead of every
two years. With thia option,
the Council would establish a

new tuition policy based upon
the most recent data of PCPI
and tuition at benchmark
institutions.
The third option would only
consider the tuition rates at
benchmark institutionR tn
determine rates for Kentucky
schools.
Murray State University
administrators and se veral
other university presidents
favor option two, said
President Ronald J . Kurth.
He said the administrators
favor the aecond option
because tuition could be
increased annually.
Don
Kassing ,
v i ce
president for univers it y
relations and administrative
services, said many faculty
and administrators favor the
second option because it could
generate additional revenue
for universities at a t ime
when funding from the state
is decreasing.
James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic
and student affairs, a lso
agreed.
"It doean't seem to be an
unfair burden, but it produces

Clarification
An article in the January
22, 1993 edition of tbe Murray
State News
contained
incorrect information.
George Mwiroki, visiting
guest lecturer and a music
graduate from Weatern
Kenya, has been at Murray
State University for two
years but has just started
working with the MBU Dance
Theatre Company this
semester . Also the Dance
The atre
Company
is
collaborating with him on
one dance,

addit ional revenue," Booth
said.
''Option two would give an
additional $20 million to
universities," Snyder said.
Although option two would
increase tuition, the increaae
could help universities otTer
more classes and services to
students, Snyder said.
In addition, the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority
work -study
program could help students
with financial aid if tuition
i ncreases,
he
said .
Approximately 10 percent of
the tuition increaae would be
set aside for financial aid,
he said.
However, student reaction
to the proposal is to atop
tuit ion increases. The MSU
Student
Government
Association is sponsoring a
petition drive in opposition to
opti ons two or three because
Todd
Logsdon,
SGA
president, said that if option
two is adopted, student&
should puah for a percentage
cap on tuition. Thia cap
would insure that the tuition
would not be raised over a
certain percentage.

~ • T • Th 2:30 • 7 p.m.

F 2 30 I

PAPER
Continued from Page 1A

McDougal
said
this
program opens up a new
financing option for students
because it is geared
primarily to students who are
not eligible for other federfl
assistance like grants, loans
or
federal
student
employment.
"It also would be geared
toward that student that ia
getting some financial aid,
but really needs some

additional money, ·but yet the
guideline• will not permit
that," he said.
McDougal said Congress
also evaluated the programa
and the budget for Pell
Grants and found no money
to fund it.
The amendments of 1992
also changed the definition
of an independent student.
Effective for the 1993-94
school year, an independent
student is one who is:
• at leaat 24 years old by
·Dec. 31, 1993; or
• an orphan or ward of the

Spowl8.

This Congreaaional action
will effect about 870 students
who are now independent, but
will become dependent under
the new law when they apply •
for financial aid for 1993-94,
McDougal said.
Applications are due April

1.

THOUGHT
A former world-record
holder in the decathlon,
Mulkey is extremely athletic.
"I love the competition, the
feel of the body responding. I
still high jump the same
way, just not as high!"
Despite his age, Mulkey
plans to enter a decathalon
in New Zealand. He broke
the world record at age 20.
"If I tell the people over age
60 to be active, then I have an
obligation to be active," he
said.
When Mulkey originally
developed the idea of talking
to various groups, he had
planned to take about 10
topics and analyze them.
"I have found this doesn't
work very well becauae by
the time I lay the foundation,
the time is up," Mulkey said.
"It may be better if I take a
slightly different direction."
Since Mulkey and
Lanning attended college
together at Memphis State
and
remained friends,
Murray State was an obvious

Photo by JUD COOK

Long-time friends, Phil Mulkey (right) and Adam
Lanning, associate professor of sociology,
anthropology and social work, discuss plana for
Mulkey's project.
choice as a trial center for
the program.
The presentations were
videotaped so Mulkey and
Lanning can analyze them
~-·····························
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• Mulkey on life
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-free campus & In-town Delivery

Orders can be placed at SAA table In the Curris Center

753· 2744
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in February or by calling 762-3001 or 762-3737
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on Golf

1

with this coupon

1

I

Expires Feb. 20. 1993

1

(502) 753-1152

I
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For Quality

Service

Summers Optical
Olympic Plaza

753-7«m
COUPON!

A FulliJne ot Paint, Lumbar, and Concrete Blocks
for 'nlose Custom Shelf Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Corry,
and Spedal Orders
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759·1390

llonday-F,.:;r•7 ;;u::. _ 1
a.turday I
Iunday 1

p..n~.

a.m. • 4 p.m.
p.m. - ·s p.m.

COUPON!

TJ's

BAR-B-Q
&

BURGERS

Friday and Saturday Night Buffet
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish, Fried Chicken
Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, and Drink

Check out our weekly special

The Place Ain 'I Fancy But Sho Is Good Food
St.

753-0045

1

Sponsored by Student Alumni Association

42071

......__ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

and determine the succeas of
the project.

Remember Your Sweetheart with a
Balloon Bouquet

Supplies

'*tJ,;,
--,15 Seit,
. 4thTraCfSt
. ..

p.m.
Sal.: 10•L m.
• 5 p.m.
Wedneadey end Sundey cloMd

court; or
• a veteran of the armed
forcea; or
• a graduate atudent; or
• a married ltudent; or
• a student who has legal
dependent. other than a

Continued from Page 1A
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GINGER ADAMS
AMI BARNETT
DENISE BROCKMAN
ROBBI CAMPBELL
STACYDEOM
RACHEL FERRELL
TRACIGUY
AMY HALL
AMY JOINER
KENDRA JONES
TANYA JONES
MISSY KLAPP
JENNIFER LANGFORD
LAUREL LITTLE
JILL MATTINGLY
LISA McCREE

AMY O'NAN
REBECCA OESCHLEIN
BRANDY PARRISH
JUDY PAYNE
GRETCHEN PHILLIPS
SHELLEY RUDOLPH
DANA SEINER
JULIE SMITH
MISSYTAPP
DIANE TAYLOR
JOHNNA TRICE
EMILY VAUGHN
LESLIE WAUGH
KELLY WEBB
SHANNON WILKINS
TAMARA WILKINSON

•
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SPORTS
Student discount
offered for OVC
tournament

Chops end flag football season in New Orleans
Bl,. JEFF DREWS

By SCOTT NANNEY

S

Stafff Writer

After winning the 1992 intramural
flag football championship, the
Lambda Chi Alphas set their sights
on a new target... a national
championship.
Having practiced only twice since
winning the regular season
championship, 18 fans and players
left for New Orleans the day after
Christmas. It was a one week search
for fortune and glory.
The team was introduced to
competition quickly after checking
into the hotel.
"We scrimmaged two teams
(Central Michigan and Western
Kentucky) in pick up games the day
after we arrived," said Brian
Thomas, senior occupational saftey
and health major from Taylorsville.
Thomas, a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity, was
invited by the Lambda Chis to play
on their team during the nationals.
The first. game came Dec. 28
against Southern Louisiana State
University. With a 12-7 halftime

A new key component in
ticket sales for this year's
Ohio Valley Conference
men's basketball tournament
will be the introduction of a
discounted ticket that will
allow students to watch all
.five games of the tournament
for $18.
Tournament promoters, L
&
S
Promotions
of
Lexington, came up with the
discount ticket as a way of
boosting fan support for the
.six-team tournament, which
will be held March 4-6 in
Le~ington.

Jim LQJlkster, tournament
organizer, said that the
special discount tickets will
be on sale at each
participating campus.
"Tickets will be available
through
the
student
government associations at
each of the campuses
involved in the tournament."
Lank.ster said that student
prices will be much cheaper
than last year.
"Last year the cost of a
ticket f~ all five tournament
games was $36 and $12 for
one night," Lank.st'e r said.
"One thing that shl)uld
encourage more students to
attend will be the discount
ticket."
In addition to lower ticket
prices, Lankster said that
OVC officials are looking
into the possiblities of a hotel
headquarters
at
the
Continental
Inn
in
Lexington which will house
students who bought discount
tickets.
"There are possibilities
that the hotel will give a
discount rate to those students·
and maybe discount coupons
and free merchandise to go
along with it," Lankster
said.
While L & S Promotions
is betting on better student
attendence this year with the
discount price, spring breaks
at some schools could affect
the turnout.
"Two or three of the schools
have scheduled their spring
breaks for that week, but I
don't expect that to be very
much of a problem,"
Lankster said. "We are
hoping that some of the
students will elect to spend
their breaks with us."
Lance Akridge, OVC
administrative assisstant,
said that the main objective
for the discount ticket is to
attract more attention to the
great basketball that is
played around this area.
"Student interest in the
tournament was less than
expected last year and we are
desperately trying to improve
on that this time around,"
Akridge said.

Clarifi cati o n - - The Intramural statistics
printed in the Jan. 22 issue of
The Murray State News were
misrepresented as current
point standings for the
Panhelllimic and Interfraternity Leagues. The standings were actually predictions made by the Inttamural
office as to how the fraternities and sororities would
finish the basketball season.

Writer

receptions for two touchdowns. Tim
Williams, q ua rterback , was nominated to the All-Tournament team
with four touchdown passes and one
interception.
Their next t est would be more
challenging. The game began at 8:30
a.m. on Dec. 30 and the Chops' fans
were ready. This would be the first
game in a two-game day for the
Lambda Chis.
Ohio State University was the
early morning victim.
The teams went into halftime
scoreless, but the Chops were able to
take control in the second half.
With 10 yards to go on fourth
do~, the Chops went to the air and
came down without the ball but with
a pass interference call against
Ohio State. This gave the Chops first
and goal from the one yard-line.
They scored on the next play.
Ohio State threatened late in the
game but could not score because of a
Langston interception. The Chops
won 13-0 and advanced into the final
32.

Langston's

five

sacks,

interception and one point after a
touchdown got him nominated to the
All-Tournament team.
"Defensel won that game,
Langston said. "We played the
game on pure emotion in the last
eight minutes. If it wouldn't have
been for the fans and the magic hat,
we wouldn't have made it to the top
32."

At 1:30 p.m., the team resumed
play against ·Tennessee Tech
University.
Tech had the upper hand in this
game and lead the entire way.
Trailing 14-0, the Chops finally got
on the scoreboard with a touchdown
by Brett Haskins. The extra point
attempt failed and the Chops trailed
14-6 at the half.
Du ring the second half, fatigue
began to play an important role. A
touchdown by Tech on a kick-off
return nullified a Lambda Chi
touchdown and ended the Chdp's bid
for the Championship.
"It was getting hot and we were
really tired," Langston said. "We
one were dead."

Wednesday night win lifts
low-spirited Lady Racers
B& SCOTT NANNEY

s

Witter

In desperate need of a big win, Murray State University's
Lady Racer basketball squad scored a 91-74 triumph over

E astern Dlinois University Wednesday night at Racer Arena.
Lady Racer head coach Kelly Breazeale said that the game
was a much needed blowout to insure some confidence in her
players.
"I think this type of game was just what our players needed
to build up confidence for the remainder of the 'Season, ••
Breazeale said.
Melissa Shelton set the tone of the game in the opening
minutes by scoring the first seven Lady Racer points.
Eastern lllinois kept the score relatively close midway
through the first half, but then the roof fell in on the Lady
Panthers. The Lady Racers went on a 17-0 run to take a 38-13

'

~~.

.

The Lady Racers were able to keep up the tem.po of the game
throughout the second half and hold on for the big win.
Kristi Snell, forward, said she felt positive about her effort
and the team's efforts.
"We had very good execut ion and set a good tempo
throughout the game," Snell said. "I think things were more
positive tonight because we knew we had to come out here and
win ."

Photo by JUD COOK

Antwan Hoard (20) has been a key component to Murray's recent wins.

Defense key for Racer
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

After a dismal 2-5 start, the
once punchless Racers have
found themselves slugging it
out for a sixth consecutive Ohio
Valley Conference title.
The Racers defeated
Morehead State University
Monday night to boost their
conference record to 5·1.
Following the' 89·76 victory,
head coach Scott Edgar said
they played like champions.
Murray State's next opponent
is Tennesse Tech University,
which shares the OVC lead
with Murray State and Ten·
nessee State University. They
wilJ need a repeat performance
if they hope to, stop John Best,
the fourth-leading scorer in the
nation.
Best wi1l undoubtedly lead
Tech's assualt into Racer
Arena. But he won't be the only
threat to the Race1· defense.

•

WID

Tennesse Tech's junior point
A puLt:ul.!al weakness in the
guard Maurice Houston leads Racers game could be exploited
the OVC in assists with 7.5 per if they do not work hard. Re·
game.
bounding may be a concern to
The outcome is critical for the Edgar against Tennesse Tech.
Racers because they could lead The Golden Eagles have two of
the OVC's top rebounders in
the conference out right.
Head coach Scott Edgar was Wade Wester 'and John Best.
optimistic after the Morehead
Against Morehead, Edgar
State game, but still believed was upset because the Racers
much work needed to be done.
were out·rebounded in the first
"We got to work on our tran· half.
sition defense, transition of·
"Rebounds are effort," Edgar
fense, half-court defense and said.
half-court offense," Edgar said.
The team has overcome
Edgar said his defense is his replacing one of. the best
best offense. His team appeared players ever at this school,
to be executing the game plan Edgar said.
"If we are going to win, we
to perfection, forcing 13 tw··
need one, two and three players
novers in the first half.
Bo Walden, guard, said he to rebound so they can replace
agrees completely with his what we lost in Popeye Jones,'1
Walden said.
coach.
"When we play defense, we
Forwru·d Antwan Hoard, a
want the opposing offense to be junior college transfer, has
afraid of us,'' the second·year done a superb job cleaning the
glass.
Racer said.

Rising
Rates - - - - - - - - - - - •
For the '93 Super
Bowl. NBC was asking
for $900.000 per 30
$800,000
second spot of advertismg, whether they got
it or not remains to be $700,000
heard Here are the
past costs per 30$600,000
seconds of advertising
during the Super Bowl
since 1q96
Source :AOVERTISING AGE

advantage, t he tide quickly turned
against the Chops in the second half
as Southern Louisiana State, seeded
number two in the tournament,
handed them an 18-39 loss. The
Lambda Chis also lost wide reciever
and defensive back Kevin Bennett
for the remainder of their stay.
"They were just great athletes,"
Thomas said.
However, even in defeat, the Chops
managed to gain the respect of their
competitors.
"They said we were the only team
this year to successfully score on
t hem on two consecu tive drives,"
said Chris Langston, senior history
maj or from Lexington.
With only nine players healthy,
the Chops knew they had to win the
next game to advance to the next
round. On Dec. 29, they crushed
Austin Peay State University both
offensively and defensively. The
L&lllbda Chis 1'0lled to a 30-12 victory
as they advanced into the field of 64.
Langston had two sacks and threw
for one touchdown, while his
teammate, Jamie Harris, had seven

Graphfc by HEATHER BEGLEY
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~ Another Racer-back

Murray State University welcomes the second
Razorback assistant coach to fill a head coaching
job of the Racers.
Houston Nutt, former running back coach for
the University of Arkansas, is gearing up the
Racer football program to become a class act.
Nutt faces the job of rebuilding the Racer
football program after three years of turmoil.
With support from the fans Nutt believes the
stands will once again be filled.
Story on page 28

Racer of the Week
Antwan Hoard, a six-foot-six junior
forward from Chicago, has been named
Racer ofthe Week by The Muffay State
News.
Hoard entered the Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead State games coming off
the bench and pressing the boards
hard to lead the Racers with 15 rebounds
this week.
Hoard also contributed to the Racer's
victories by scoring 15 points against
Eastern Kentucky and 16 points against
Morehead State.
In addition to rebounding and scoring
Hoard also had a total of six steals.

Antwan Hoard

I
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There Ia only one face that Houston Nutt, the new hMd football coach, knowa- • winning one. He tak• on the

tau

of rebuilding the Racers' football pr~.

A new ballgame
There is nothing Nutt-y about Murray State's new football coach
~AMES G. LOCKWOOD

EdiOi
A 2-9 football program, a suitcase
campus and a dry county can
hardly be selling points to a
prospective football coach.
But for an assistant coach
looking to move up and a familyman who does not drink, two of the
negatives were not problems for the
University.
There is st ill the problem of
k eeping students on campus,
' though, and Houston Nutt, the new
football coach, looks at that as more
of a challenge than a negative.
"I need to have 4,000 students at
the game," he said. "I need to have
this place happening on Saturday."
That is a tall task for a coach who
is also trying to rebuild a football
program that has fallen from glory
since Michael Proctor graduated in
1990. However, i t is a task that
coach Nutt said he can overcome if
the students , fraternities and
sororities work with him. ·
"If they'll just give us the chance,
I belive we can get t his thing
going," he said.
Nutt has already fired up the
community, which can be seen in
the renewed corporate support for
the program. Four dealerships have

donated cars to the program for
recruiting.
Igniting support seems to be a
bigger agenda for the new head
coach, but Nutt said when he saw
the facilities here he knew
generating a squad worthy of a
winning record would be no
problem.
.
"The hardest part was done,"
Nutt said of getting the facilitiea he
would want for a championship
team.
And through the facilities and the
committment pledged by the
administration to football, Nutt
said he knew he wanted this job.
"President Kurth convinced me
they ate committed to the
student/athlete," he said.

The Arkansas native
Nutt hails from Little Rock, Arlr..,
coming to Murray from the
Univeristy of Arkansas . A s a
rehired running back coach with a
Division 1 school, Nutt can already
be considered a succeu.
Nutt served three seasons as wide
receivers coach for the Razorbacka.
H e also spent six years at
Oklahoma State University and
one year as quarterback coach for
Arkansas State University.

But Nutt said every Dhision 1
asaistant coach wanta more.
"Most of your Division 1 coacllea
want to be head coachee," he laid.
The irony behind Nutt'a
appointment ia that he was not a
true finalist for the job. Only after
Mike Deal, offensive coordinator
for the Univeraity of Illinois,
withdrew was Nutt called.
And Nutt, being friends with Scott
Edgar, another Razorback turned
Racer, was skeptical of the call.
Nutt said he told Mike
Strickland, athletic director, he did
not want to come up becauae Edpr
recommended him. He wanted to be
interviewed because he wu worthy
of the job.

He came up on Dec. 12 for the
interview.
..It just aeemed like t.hinga fit,"
he said.

The coach
It is not only important for Nutt to
teach his players how to play, but
Nutt said he want&' his players to
learn how to be clau atudents and
individuals.
"The firat word they learn from
me is class," he aaid. "Our pya
haw good attitudes."

"We have to realize tbie pJ'OII'alll:
did not fall down the wayaide in a:
year," he laid.
.
Aa a reeult, he said do not ask:
him how maD)' J&mea he will win:
nut year. There will be change,;
t.hoqh.
,
Much of the focua of Nutt'a·
recruiting ia on apeed. Nutt Baid
that that ia hia bigMt obatacle rilht
now, eapeciallv u he triea to
J
implement the 1-formati.cm.
into the
Racer oft'ense.
"W •
•t ·
d
. e ~e re~ru1 1ng epee
. period, he l&ld.
Nutt said if he baa to chooee a
team to exemplify on ofl'eDM, he
wants it to be Florida State
University. ~n defense, a 4-3
pa~kag~
w1ll . r~aemble the
Umvere1ty of Millllll.
"When the fans come, they'll be
able to c1oee their eyea and hear ua
play," Nutt said at a pre aa
conference Dec. 15.
NuH's agenda
"No mUter what the score ia, we
are goiq to play with clau. I'll
Taking over a 2-9 team ia a lot of streu that, aDd c1aaa to me is doing
reaponaibility in a community what is right when no one ia
hungry for a winning team, but looking. I think that I can recruit
Nutt aaid be ia up to the c:haDenp.
and find atudentlat.hletee who can
However, he laid thiDga will not play the game of football in a firsthappea O'fWDtlht.
.....eJus m•• ...,. !...
Nutt said he does not think that
walking into the playere
dormitories at 11:30 at night ia out
of line if it meana making aure the
guys are not acting out of line.
"There ia a fine line between
diacipline and harasament," the
new coach Nicl.
And walking that line has not
been a problem for him yet.
"The respoue I'm getting ia they
like the a"'--H
..... " he said.
..-.u~
Parent& are alH kept in touch
with not ouly the atudent but the
coach. Playen are made to write
home at lea1t three time• a
1emeater. Nutt 1aid thia · ia
coneiatent with hie philoaophy
behind recruitment. Be aaid if
parent& trust him enough to send
their boya to Murray State
University under his supervision,
he ia going to make sure the
parent& know what ia happening
with their child.

.
...

,•
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Currls Center Sugar Cube
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Valentine Cookies. Flavors are
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Call 762-2099
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U.N. team leads
indoor soccer;
Shepards win
:l,. wrtter
JEFF DREWS
Saddam Hussein, Iraq
and the Sigma Chis have
something in common.
They cannot defeat the
forces of the United Nations, whether they are
soldiers or athletes.
U.N. troops did not
destroy the Sigma Chis,
the soccer or football (depending on what country
your from) team did.
The undefeated U.N.
indoor intramural soccer
team blitzkrieged the Sigma Chis Sunday night.
Germany's Harm Olhmeyer started the slaughter with an early goal.
Erick Martinez of Costa
Rica got into the action
and scored twice. The
Sigma. Chis were trailing'
3-1 early, and they would
not be able to close the
gap.
More bad luck struck
the Sigma Chis when
Keith Clark dislocated
his shoulder with 9:69 left
in the first half.
After taking a 7-1
halftime advantage, the
U .N . team continued to
punish the Sigma Chis.
Richard Greenwood scored the fll'St goal in the
half for the U .N . squad.
In another Sunday
night game, the Shepards
crushed the Lamda Chi
Alphas by a score of 6-3 to
improve to 3-0.
Dusty Pagel scored fJ.rSt
for the Shepards with
17:11 remaining in the
operung quarter. Seth
Arant went on to add two
more for the Shepards.
Lamda Chi Jud Cook
scored with 40 seconds
left. in regulation to give
the Chops a little momentum into halftime.
·In the second half, the
Shepards continued to
pound the Lamda Chis.
Pagel and Arant continued to score, pushing •
the final score to six.

Page 38

Lambda Chis defeat AGRs;
preseason champions lose
:t.~F DREWS

In the Intrafraternity
League Wednesday night,
the Lambda Chi Alphas
crushed the Alpha Gamma
Rhos in the second half with
some very hot shooting and a
lot of work defensively.
With the Lambda Chis
leading 19-17 at halftime, the
tempo favored the AGRs.
Brian Denning lead the
AGRs in first half scoring
with seven points. Alpha
Gamma Rho shot .500 percent
from the field, out rebounded
the Chops 9-4 and connected
on .750 percent of the free
throws.
"We lacked defensive
intensity in the frrst half,"
Tim
Williams,
senior
physical education major
from Frankfort, said of the
Chops.
In the second half, the
Chops wasted no time in
taking command of the
game . The Lambda Chis
connected on nine of their
first 11 shots for a blistering
.818 percent.

"We wanted to push the
ball on offense because we
thought they were standing
around too much on
defense, "
said
Mike
Davenport, senior biology
major from Dyersburg,
Tenn.
The AGR offense began to
fold to the active Chop
defense.
Black sh i rts
surrounded the rebounds and
loose balls in the second half.
The AGR rebounding advantage slowly disappeared
into the blackness of the
Lambda Chi's jerseys.
The AGRs chances for an
upset victory faded away
faster than the game clock,
which runs almost non-stop.
The Chops forced eight
second half turnovers while
committing only four. The
AGRs were only able to
convert one of the Lambda
. Chi turnovers into points. ·
With 3:50 remaining in the
second half, Chops had built
up a 42-26 advantage. They
would go on to win 46-30.

In earlier games:

• The Dills turned a 33-27
halftime advantage into a 6649 victory. John Beyer paced
the Dills with 13 first half
points.
• The Flying Elvises
crushed the Cat Family 52-25.
Marcus Perry lead the team
in scoring.
• Robert Biggers scored 13
points to lead the Big Guns
over the D Boyz. Matt Aydt
scored 21 points in a losing
effort.
• The Sharp Shooters,
which won the pre-season
tournament, lost 38-36 to
Style. Stacey Terry had 10
points while teammate
Aimee Roos added nine for
the Stylera first win.
Photo by JUD COOK

• Just Hooping, which
finished second in the preseason tournament, was also
upset 39-37 to the Tri-Sigmas.
Patricia Jones had 13 points
· for the Hoopers, while
Jennifer Brennan had 14 for
Tri-Sigs .

IT'S DICK
Morehead State's head basketball coach, Dick
Flck, has become a national celebrity with the
help of ESPN, which gives the "Dick Flck Award"
to the moat entertaining coach.
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SCOREBOARD
Men's Basketball

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Women's Basketball
Reautt. of Salurday'B fJIJme played In Racer Arena.
Eastern Kentucky University
79
Murray State University

Reautts of Saturdlly'l (1tflf» pl8yfld In Racer Arena.
eastern Kentucky University
82
Murray State Unlvtralty
93

Gibbs named MVP
Senior defensive end Kevin Gibbs, who led the Racers
in tackles with a career-best 100, was named the most
valuable player of the 1992 Murray State University
football team.
The announcement was made at the annual football
banquet .
Senior tackle Steve Rokusek won MVP honors on
defense and sophomore halfback Timmy Bland was
recognized a s the Racers' most valuable offensive
·
player.
Rokusek joined Gibbs, offensive guard Marcus Perry
and qua rterback Tremain Lewis as permanent captains
for the 1992 Racers.

ee

Roberts places at meet

!ndlyfdyel Lfldtrs
IISU- 37-71 (.521), 5-14 (.521), 14-29 (.483); Gumm 4·7, 2-2, 1·2, 11 ; Brown 2-3,
1-2. 5; Wllaon 5~. 0-0, 2-2. 12; Hoard 5-10, 0-0, 5-8, 15; Bailey 1·3, 0-1,
2;
Clnnon o-1, 0-0, 0-0, 0; Bussell 5-7,
2·6, 12; Allen 12·26, 3-10, 1·3, 28; SlviHs1 1, ()..(), 1-1, 3; James 2·5,
1-3, 5; Walden 0-2, 0-1, 0-2, o.
I!KU- 34-62 (.548), 7 ·12 (.583), 12-17 (.810); Johnson 5-11, 1·2, 4-4, 15; DMne 0·1,
0· 1, ()..() 0; Hlhn 0·2, 0-2, ()..(), 0 ; Brown~. 3-4, 5~, 16; Brown 2-4, 0-0, 0-0, 4; Allen
8-13, 2-2. 4-0, 24; Crittendon 5 ·7, 0-0,3-4, 13; Doss 5-10, 1· 1, 1·1, 12; Holmes 4-8, o0, 0-1, 8.
HALfT1ME- EKU 46, MSU 43.
ASSISTS • IISU 11 , Allen 3, Wilson 3, Gumm 2, Hoard 2, Teague 1.
EKU 21, Johnson 7, Don 5, Brown 4, Holmes 2, Crittendon 1, Allen 1, Hahn 1.
AEBOUNDS - MSU 38, Hoard 10, Wilson 7, Allen 4, Bussell 4, James 4 , Walden 2,
SMI8 2, Teague 2, Gumm 1, Brown 1, Team 1.
I!KU 32, Cfftttndoo 8, Holmes 7, Brown 7, Allen 4, Doss 2, Johnson 2, Hahn 1.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU 16, Gumm 4, James 4, Hoard 2, Walden 1, Slvllls 1, Allen 1,
Bliley 1, Brown 1, Teague 1.
EKU 22. Doea 5, Crttl8ndon 4, Allen 4, Holmes 2. Brown 2, Hahn 2. Johnson 2.

Stevon Roberts placed first last Saturday in the 880- Meter
Run at the Arkansas State Indoor Track Invitational with a
time of 1:54.30 to highlight the Racers' weekend.

R6sulfs of Monday'• (ltUTIB played In Racer MJna.
Morehead State University
78
Murray State University
89

o,

o-o,

o-o,

Brown 1.

Horsing around
Approximately 200 competitors are expected to participate
in a registered quarter horse show this weekend at Murray
State's West Kentucky Exposit ion Center. The show is being
Hponsored by the American Quarter Horse Association.
A total of 79 classes will be featured throughout the
three- day event with barrel reacing headlining the show.

Nutt names assistants
Houston N utt, head football coach, filled five assistant positions on his staff Jan. 14.
Representing talent from across the nat ion, Kim Dameron,
Mark Hutson, Mike Markuson, Larry McClain and Charlie
Wiles join Nutt as the new coaches for t he Murray State
Racers.
Wiles is the only coach to be retained from departing-coach
Mike Mahoney's staff.

Week In Preview

lnd!y!dual Llldtra
MSU 34-75 (.453), 7-24 (.370), 14-22 (.836); Teague 0-1 , 0-0, 1-2, 1; Gumm 6-11, 14, 2-2, 15; Brown 6-8, 2-3, 2· 2, 16; Taylor 1-2, ()..(), 1·2, 3; Wilson 3-7, 0-0, 1-1 , 7;
2-5, 16; Bailey 2-4, 0-2, 0-0, 4: Cannon 0-2, , 0 ·1,
O; Bossell2·5,
Hoard 7-11 ,
0-1. 0-2. 4; Allen 4-15,3-10, 2-2. 13; Pattt 0-1, 0-1 , 0-0, 0 ; Hunt 1-3, 1·1, 1-2, 4; Sivils
1·1 , ()..(), 0-0, 2; James 1·2. 0-0, 2-2, 4; Walden 0-2, 0-1, 0-0, 0.
MO 28-62 (.419), 10-27 (.370}, 14-22 (.636); Williams 1-6, 1-2, 0-0, 3; Cline 3-6, 3-6,
2-2, 11; Hytton 5-14, 1-8, 0-1, 11 ; Well s 4-7, 2-3,
10; Frakes 0-2, 0-1, 0 ·0, 0;
Brannen 5-11,3-7,6-8, 19; Bentz8-16, 0·2, 6·11 , 22.
HALFTIME - MO 33, MSU 40.
ASSISTS - MSU 11 , Allen 2 , Bussell 2, Cannon 2, James 1, Bailey 1, Hoard 1,

o-o,

o-o,

o-o.

Brown 1' Gumn 1.
•
MO 19, Cline 5 , Hyllon 4, Bentz 4, Frakes 3, Brannen 2, Williams 1.
REBOUNDS - MSU 44, Brown 7, Wilson 6, James 5, Taylor 5, Gumm 5, Hoard 5,
Teaoa- 4, Buaatll3, Allen 1, C8nnon 1, P&ftl1 , Team 1.
MO 37, Bentz 10, Wels 7, Cline 5, Brannen 4, Hylton 3, Williams 2, Frakes 1, Team 5.
TOTAL FOULS - MSU 22, Teague 3, Gumm 3, Brown 3, Park 3, James 3, Walden
1, Hunt 1, Cannon 1, Wlleon 1.
MO 17, Wtls 5, WIHams 4, Cline 3, Hylton 2, Frakes 1, Brannen 1, Bentz 1. ·

Rifle
Rftaub of Safuntcty'a match at T811neS886 Tech State University.
ID!aiXIIhlll BIIUISI
SmplyqBe•
prone
Sl!ph!
Ktw!b:!
376
Angela Johnson
391
375
380
388
364
Ballt Belden

II&U

391
392

OB\aMulh

• Women's basketball. Tennessee Tech University at Racer Arena,
Saturday, 5:15p.m.
• Men 's basketball. Tennessee Tech University at Racer Arena,
Saturday. 7:30 p.m.
• Women's basketball. Middle Tennessee State University at Racer
Arena, Monday, 5: 15p.m.
• Men's basketball. Middle Tennessee State University at Racer
Arena. Monday, 7:30 p.m.
• Equestrian. Open riding at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, 5 p.m. until 10 p.m.

Scott Plewka
Lanoe Golctlahn

394
395

Beth Het Zi illln
Rusaell Kendle
Kale Keleman

397
399

384

376

352
363
369
357

368
391

395
37'9

374

Belh Hetzn• •
Scott Pltwke
Rualelll<enclt
Lanoe Goktlahn
Karle Keltrlw1

91
94

gs

98

95

398

94

B6

~

~

91
119

in

95
99

89
94
VI

381
361
367

98
96

380
389

lJ3

lJ3

'Jl

378

92

95

ru

~Belden

D!MaMuth

ru

95

VI
95
94

o-o,

Hardesty 1.
REBOUNDS • MSU 32, Shelton 6, Cadwell 5, Pearson 4, Parker 3, Haberer 3,
Shelton 2, Snel2, Gallimore 1, Team6.
EKU 62, Macl<eroy 16, Wiseman 8, Thomas 7, Mayfield 6, Zylstra 6, Davis 5, Mays 3,
Roberta 3, Team 4 .
TOTAL FOULS • MSU 28, Shelton 5, Cadwell 5, Pearson 4, Shelton 4, haberer 2,
SneR 2., Gray 2.
EKU 21 , Mcintosh 4, Davis 4, Mays 3, Thomas 3, Mayfield 2, Madteroy 2, Wiseman
2, Zylstra 1.

Results of Monday's game played In Racer Anma.
Morthtld State Unlvtralty
79
Murray State University
71
lndlyldull Llldtrt
MSU - 27-62 (.435), 5 ·18 (.263), 12-19 (.632); Parker7-17, 1-6,
19; Gray 0·3, 00, 0-0, 0; Pearson 3-5, 0-0. 0-0, 6 ; Cadwell 3· 8, 0·2, 1-3, 7; Snell 1·2, 0-0, 0-0, 2;
GaiiiiTIOf'e 0-2, 0-2,5-7, 5; Shelton 9-18, 4-9,0-0, 22; Lassiter 0-1, 0-0,0-0, 0; Haberpr
1·2, 0-0, 2-2, 4; Shelton 3-<4, ()..(), 0-2, 6.
MO • 27-56 (.482), 1-1 (1 .00), 24-33 (.727); Joplin 8-9, 1-1. 0-0, 17; English 2-8, 0-0,
0; Prince 0-1, OrO, 3·4, 3; Spake
3-5, 7; Eden 6-14, 0-0, 3·5, 18; Glover 0-1,
0-1, 0-0, 1-2, 1; Reed 1·3, 0-0, 3-4, 5; Srrilh 7·12, 0·0, 8-1 1, 22; Hupfer3·7, 0·0, o-1,

«,

o-o. ()..(),

8.
HALFTIME • MO 36, MSU 28.
ASSISTS· MSU 16, Shelton 4, GaDIITIOf'e 3, Cadwell3, Parker 3, Snell1, Shelton 1,
Haberer 1.
MO 17, Joplin 4, Eden 3, Spake 3, English 2, Hupfer 2, Sm th 2, Reed 1.
REBOUNDS · MSU 35, Pearson 6, Shelton 5, Shelton 5, Haberer 4, Gallimore 2.
SneH 2. Cadwell2, Parker 2, Team 7.
MO 41, Smith 10, English 7, Hupfer 5, Joplin 4, Eden 3, Glover 2, Spake 2, Reed 2,
Prlnot 1, Team 5.
TOTAL FOULS · MSU 25, Pearson 5, Haberer 4, Shelton 3, Cadwell 3, Parker 3,
Shelton 3, Gall more 2, Gray 2.
MO 20, Eden 5, Hupfer 3, Joplin 3, EngUsh 2, Spake 2, Reed 2, SI'Tith 2, Prtnoe 1.

Results of Saturday's Arkansas State

Aoaregatl
1142
1132
1117
1112
1148
1159
1133
1157

348

8, 0-0, 2·2, 12; Shelton 1·2, 0-0, 0-4, 2.
EKU 28-71 (.394), 0 ·9 (.000), 23-41 (.593); Davis 3-7, 0-0, 3-6, 9; Hardesty 0-1, 0-0,•
0-0, 0; Zylstra 2-5, 0-0, 1-2, 5; WlsemM 9-17, 0·1, 0-0. 18; Mackeroy 2-7, 0·2, 4-11 , 8;
Roberta 0-5, 0-5, 4-6, 4; Mayfield 3-11 , 0-1,3-4, 9 ; Thomas 3·9, 0-0,6-8, 12; Mays 5·
7,
1· 2, 11 ; Mclntosh 1-2,0-0, 1-2, 3.
HALFTIME • EKU 32, MSU 34.
ASStSTS - MSU 15, Parlcer 7, Cadwell 5, Gray 1, Hopson 1, Gallimore 1.
EKU 15, Mackeroy 3, Thomas 3, Mays 2, Mayfield 2, Roberts 2, Wiseman 2,

Indoor Track
~~';:'Sity Invitational.

w

3&4 .

ru

WO

.

35-F'OUNPWEIGHintBOW
5. Church, MSU, 37-3 1/4 (11 .36) 6.
Cain, MSU, 36-1 1 (1 1.25)
TBIPLE JUMP
4. Barber, MSU, 47-8 (1 4.53)
3.ClClQ-METER BUN
4. Bantgar, MSU, 9:00.98
SHQIPUT
2. Church, MSU, 49-8 (15.14)
FINAL TEAM SIANPINGS
Mississippi 132, Arkansas State 99,
Alabama 97, Northeast Loulsana 72,
Murray
State
33 ,
S o uthern
Mississippi 2<4, Memphis state 20.
Gramblng Statu 15.

61[Aitla881. .
Angela Johll800

lndlvldyel Le1d1r1

MSU 2.3-60 (.383), 4·13 (.308), 16-27 (.593); Parker 7-13, 0-2, 3-4, 17; Gray 1-3,0-0,
o- o-o,
2; Pearson 1-8, 0-0, 0-0, 2; Cadwell 2 -10, 0-3, 1-4, 5; snen 2·5, 1-1, 0-0 , 5;
o-o, Gallimore
2-3, 1-1, 1·3, 5; Shelton 2-9, 2-6, 5-6, 6 ; Lassiter 0-1, 0.{), 4 -4, 4; Haberer 5'

MILEMB~~
3. Burnett, MSU, 5:21.75

SHOTPVT

6. Soott. MSU, 39-5 3/4 (12.03)

1QO.METEB [)ASH
2. Upton, MSU, 58.82 3. 5arruel, MSU,
58.82
800-METEB BUN
3. Cherry, MSU, 2:21.79
1600-METEB AB.AY
3. Murray State 3:57. 49
FINALTEAM STANP!NGS
Alabama 108, Mississippi 81, Arkansas
72, Northeast Loulsana 58. Southern
Mississippi 39, Grambling S£ate 36,
Murray State 33, Memphis State 14.

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Congratulations to all the new
Initiates d ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA , ALPHA OMICRON PI,
AND ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
from ZAX.Sportswearl

"BBees your lillie heart" Chtta

SPRING BREAK!

Haftfor Cleaning ourbackyardl
It looks graatll Love, the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha!

City Beech. Quality Acoommodallona on the Bteohl Only
$119 per pet'IOO. Cal Amy at

HEY GREEKS, Thanks fot a
great opening week, we are
looking forward to serving you
this semester, from ZAX

Sportswear.
ZAX Is now openIll You finally
havea cholcetor allyourGreel<

needs.
ALPHA OMICRON PI's, We
have your lavallers In stocK as
you requested. · Come In and
see us. ZAX SPORTSWEAR.
Thanks to all of the women
who purchased Initiation gifts

from ZAX. Weappreclateyour
business and we look forward
to wo!tdng with you In the fu-

ture.
New lnltlate6, come Into ZAX
and get 1Oo/o off everything In
the store.

The

NOTICE
Panama

759-9448 or 1-800-998-TRIP.

It's nasty. lt'a filthy. It's drty.
SAA Mudball '93 Ia coming
April, 23 to a volleyball court

WanttobuyUMd Segatapes.

nearyou.

-V-aluablt--Oretn--c.n:l--lnfonna.--

FOR SALE
SeiHng Skateboatd • ptOfeaslonally built, emerald green
wtth dear tape, exira wtde, all
black eccessorlee lnc::ludlng

tNc:b, wheels, and aldet'r8ar
skid proWc:tors.
Excellent
condition. $75 -Cal!753-8589.

FOR RENT
House For Rent.
Directly
across from MSU. Paltlally
furnished. $350 plus utlltlea.
No pets. 753-8191

Call 758-4524
tlon. F-1 S1udtnla, $3, MH Inc.
BOX 225 Newport. KY 41072
SPRING BREAK '93 BLOW·
OUT SALEI lowelt prtces.

best tripe - 100% ou-anteedl
Cancun,Jamalc:a. and~
pac:fQagel . . av.lablt from
Amer1ca' s

HELP WANTED

Campu s
repre sentative
needed by sportawear company to sell to fraternities and

dlatrlbute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.

SOIOitllee. Avef8ge$50to$1 00
wortdng one night per week.
Celt-800-242-81 04.
EARN $500 or mof8 weeldy
stufllng erNelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
LMng Shoppers, Dept. A26,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.

COLLEGE REP WANTED

HELP WANTED
to

Good Income. For lnfonnatlon
and application write to: COLLEGIATEMARKETINGSERVICES, Mooresville, NC 28115.
SPRINGBREAKEBS. Promote
our Flor1da Spring pec:Qges.
Eam MONEY and FREE trips.
campus Mart<etlng. 800-4235264

CAMP
COUNSELORS
WANTED: Magnificent coed

weight loss. All aports, crafts,
sewing. ceramics, oo~ra.
WSis, theatre, piano, dance,
aeroblca, weight training. 11·

lltry, ~ng, kitchen,
office. C&IT'f) Shane, Ferndale,

Fratemltla, Sororllles,
Clubs, Groups, Teams

NO BRAINER
FUND RAISER

NY 12734, 212-Sn-4644.

.. Absolutely No Investment!
Eam hundreds of doUars per
Help make this wol1d a better .. day!
SI ,OOO or more per week!
place to Jive ln. Be nice 1D • Ask for Darren between
lhoee you come Into contact 9:00am & S:OO pm
with ~day and lend a helpCALL T ODAY
Ing hand whene\ler possible.
t-8()()..669-7678

detlllls.

peaceful place to live.

CLASSIFIED AD POUCY
Deadline.._ Wednesday at noon
Place your classlfieds in room 111 of Wmwn Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

ATTENTION MODELS
Em~~~

001

a t&aiiDm•or

You could be one of ovltf 100

...._. ol magazine shoots in
'GI.nour Models' 1993
Mllgune Model S.trdl

sponsored by • PRO IMAGES .
AVON A:

M~DONALOS

Oltter promotionll opportunities

Claaaltltd.taareanextntmaly
effectlll'e mea.na of gellng •
meaaage out to the pWIIc.
Take advartage of this Inexpensive y.t ehc:tiYe fonn of
adYertltlng todayl Come to
111 Wbon Hall and uk for

Murray State News

Pre-Payrrient IJ Rllqulrltl
Oosed on M8kands and hotilys.

student travel

leadet. Travel fi'M - orgarize
a small group. Call STS at
(800) 848-4849.

HELP WANTED

av.Kible.

Cll. 9lm • 9 pm
w~ $taltord

437-4041
Area Repr..entllive:
' G IUIOU

Attention
All College
Students
Interested.
In Saving
Money

Mo4eb'

AQWI(:
'Moolel Starell Mapziac'

Read the ad
directly below this one.

Let's make this wortd a happy,

INDEX
RATES

Wlttt MSU 10: 1~ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
Every word OVIr twenty WOrds
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
WlthoutMSU 10: 15¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS

ROOMMATES

3 STEP METHOD ON HOW TO
SAVE MONEY!!!

BUSINESS
SERVICES

FOR ROO
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES

MISC.
NOncE

cbl&

1. Cut out this ad.
2. Take it to 111 Wilson Hall.
3. Get a ten word classified ad for the low,
low price of $1.

51l[pha (jamma 'De[ta
wou(cf [ifq, to wisli a[[

Gourmet Coffees

The~l<of a Ufetlme ..$1 9.93•

.,_.awe¥

...._.out llg lleadt Big rw.- BIG VAWEI

~~··antAMIIrtl.
I r chciiMiw Ocecanltont Inn

2000N.AianllcAve.

Mayan 1~- n.wty rw.wcat.d
103 S. Oc.an Ave.

n,_

,..l(ii\~.4.1

~)"'4t,~~C.

1-8~7'4:7420

sororities
a successju{ rusli .

